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Abstract 

Lead-free Sn based solder materials have been used for electronic packaging for many years. 

The conventional method forming solder/substrate bond is oven reflow, which the whole 

device will go through heating process in oven. However, the high temperature melting 

profile for lead-free solder may arise several issues. First, there can be a warpage to the 

plastic part of the device. Also, the coefficient of thermal expansion differences between 

materials can lead to mismatch. Lastly, the higher reflow profile may lead to excessive 

intermetallic compound (IMC) growth, which is undesirable in solder bonding. Magnetic 

induction heating is one of the viable solutions to improve the reflow process. Ferromagnetic 

materials-centric SAC, their processes and low-frequency magnetic induction methodology 

are explored in recent years for precise and rapid reflow to enable solder-substrate interface 

reliability advancement.  The precision avoids damage to the plastic constituents. Moreover, 

the fast heating and cooling process are preferable for IMC growth control.   

In this thesis, we studied the Fe-incorporated solder material, for the purpose of magnetic 

induction heating applicability. X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Differential Scanning Calorimeter 

(DSC), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), 

and Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) have been employed for scientific understanding 

of Fe role and impact on SAC305 matrix systematically.  In the first part, we successfully 

incorporate Fe into Sn-Ag-Cu solder by furnace melting method. From XRD spectrum 

analysis, we discover that the presence of Fe is in the form of FeSn2, with preferred 

orientation FeSn2 (211). The 20wt% Fe addition changes the predominant Sn orientation from 

Sn(211) to Sn (220). DSC measurement shows that, the Fe addition changes the melting point 

of SAC solder within 5°C, but much less enthalpy of melting is required (48.87J/g for SAC 

and 1.65J/g for 20wt%Fe-SAC). Magnetic studies indicate that magnetization level of solder 

increases with increasing Fe content. The remanence increases from 6.14 × 10
-4

 Am
2
/kg of 
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SAC to3.12 × 10
-2

 Am
2
/kg for 20wt% Fe-SAC.  Our result suggests that solder with higher Fe 

content is more effective in magnetic induction heating, and Fe-SAC demonstrated strong 

potential in magnetic induction based melting for microelectronic application. 

In the second part of the thesis, we examined the low Fe content (500ppm) effects on SAC305 

solder/Cu interface. A methodology is established to measure reliably the IMC thickness 

using cost-effective optical microscopic technique and ImageJ software. The impact of IMC 

growth is examined as a function to number of reflow and also aging. The interfacial IMC, 

Cu3Sn growth increase and IMC in bulk solder decrease with Fe help to provide better bond 

strength. Hence, the enhanced physical property of solder and copper interface solder joint 

reaffirm the induction based reflow development opportunities     
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1. Microelectronic packaging 

Electronic packaging is designed to provide electrical, mechanical and thermal support and 

interconnection to Integrated Circuits (ICs). The IC was invented by Jack Kilby of Texas 

Instruments in 1958. It is an integration of small transistors into a chip. Transistors cannot 

function properly without packaging, providing the input/output (I/O) interconnects to the 

device. However, it becomes increasingly difficult for the packaging technology to provide 

the support, as the transistor, or I/O density rapidly advances to fulfill Moore’s Law (Figure 

1.1) Gordon Moore in 1965 proposed the most powerful law in the semiconductor industry, 

that the number of transistors on an IC chip doubles in every 18 months. Currently, with the 

14nm transistor technology, there can be billions of transistors in a single chip. To satisfy the 

complexity and greater demands of IC in electrical, mechanical and thermal performance, 

electronic packaging technology is constantly evolving [1]. 

 

Figure 1.1 Microprocessor transistor counts & Moore’s Law [2] 
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In conventional microelectronic packaging, there are three levels of interconnects (Figure 1.2). 

The first-level packaging is to connect one or more chips to the next level substrate, 

assembling into a functioning module or package. First-level packaging includes the whole 

process from wafer dicing to circuit test. In the second-level packaging, the functioning 

modules or packages are bonded onto a printed circuit board (PCB), via through-hole or 

surface mount technology. The third-level packaging involves mounting of the PCB onto the 

motherboard.  

 

Figure 1.2 Hierarchy of electronic packaging technologies.[3] 

Figure 1.3 shows the evolution of first and second level electronic packaging components. 

These components carrying semiconductor chips are then assembled onto PCB.  Ball Grid 

Array (BGA) was developed in 1990s, using solder balls to connect substrates carrying 

modules to PCB. In Flip Chip Ball Grid Array (FCBGA), chips are faced down, bonded onto 

substrate by solder bumps. Both BGA and FCBGA are based on surface mount technology 

(SMT), moving the interconnection from the package periphery to the package surface, 

increasing the number of interconnects. Wire bonding is also a popular method for 
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connections. However, when the density of I/O connectivity increases, wire bonding is 

difficult to meet the requirements with its peripheral design. 

In packaging industry, miniaturization and low cost are two concerns, as the portable and 

hand held electronic devices increase in demands. Chip Scale Package (CSP) appearing in 

2000s has close to chip-size packaging. Currently, Wafer Level Packaging (WLP) technology 

continues to shrink the package size to the IC size and lower down the cost at the same time.  

  

Figure 1.3 General evolution of electronic packaging technology[1] 

In order to save the space further, 3-D packaging technology was developed. 3-D packaging 

is realized by stacking conventional packages vertically with wire bond or die attachments. 

Figure 1.4 depicts one type of 3D packages called package-based chip stack, which is used 

mainly for memory chips. Wire bonding or solder balls, or a combination of both is utilized 

for stacking connections. 

 

Figure 1.4 Package-based Chip Stack along with specific examples.[4] 
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1.2. Solder joint 

1.2.1. Solder joint materials   

Solder joints are significant in electronics packaging, serving chip to package, package to 

PCB and also 3D packaging, as discussed in previous section. Figure 1.5 illustrates the BGA 

solder joint forming process. BGA solder balls, usually in diameter of 100-300µm, are the 

essential part of a solder joint. The primary process of solder bonding is the reaction between 

solder ball and Cu pad, which is attached to PCB and package. This chemical reaction is 

carried out in a heating process called “reflow”. During reflow process, solder material is 

heated to liquid state, while the Cu stays in solid state. Intermetallic compound (IMC) is 

formed between solder material and Cu, acting as a strong metallic bond. 

 

Figure 1.5 Packages stack up on PCB via reflow process, forming solder joint with IMC. 

The essential process of joining is the reaction between Cu and Sn, which makes the Cu-Sn 

one of most important metallurgical system[5]. Traditional solder material is SnPb, which 

dominated the industry for over 100 years. Pb does not participate in the reaction. The role of 

Pb in SnPb solder is to lower down the melting point of pure Sn from 232°C to 183°C, 

reduces the surface tension of molten solder and lower down the total cost. However, due to 

concerns over lead toxicity on the environment and human health, lead-solder has been 

banned in many countries. The European Union’s Restriction of Hazardous Substances 
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(RoHS) Directive has identified Pb as a hazardous substances, and restricted its maximum 

concentration value at 1000ppm in electronic product. Other countries such as China, Korea 

and US also implemented their RoHS and restrict Pb usage.  

The Lead-free solders have been implemented to replace SnPb solder in the market over these 

two decades. In order to meet the demand on both manufacturing and reliability of consumer 

electronics, some requirements for lead-free solders should be satisfied [6]: 

 Low melting point.  To avoid the damage to other component of the package, the 

melting point of solder should not exceed 230°C. 

 Acceptable wetting characteristic. Wetting behavior describes the spreading of the 

molten solder on the solid substrate surface, which is important at the beginning of 

the solder joint formation. Surface tension is a measure of wettability of solder. For 

example, the surface tension of pure Sn is 550 dyn/cm at 250°C. The addition of 

alloying elements should lower the surface tension of solder.  

 Acceptable physical properties: density, electrical and thermal conductivity, 

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The requirements of these physical 

properties are always rising in order to catch up with consumer’s need, shrinkage of 

dimension of the device and operation environment. 

 Acceptable mechanical properties: tensile, shear, etc. The device and packaging are 

subjected to mechanical stress and strains during operation.  

 Low cost. Elements such as Ag and In are about 20 times more expensive than Sn. 

Hence the content of such elements in solder should be suppressed to lower down the 

total cost of solder. 

 Low toxicity and recyclability. 

Sn based with two or more alloying elements are favorable as lead-free solder.  In the search 

for a viable alternative to replace lead as the base element in solder alloys, a number of 
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options were considered. Except for Sn, the others such as Ag, Au and Ga were discarded due 

to high melting points or because of prohibitively high costs [7]. In was also found to be too 

expensive to be used in base material quantities, leaving Sn as the only remaining viable 

option.  

Currently, Sn-Ag-Cu(SAC) based alloys are the leading replacement for SnPb. The 

composition is 1 to 5wt% Ag and 0.3 to 1wt% Cu. Ag helps to decrease the melting point a 

little, but more importantly, Ag reacts with Sn, forming Ag3Sn particles in solder bulk. The 

dispersion of Ag3Sn particles help to strengthen mechanical properties against fatigue-crack 

propagation[6]. Adding Cu further reduces the melting point to around 217°C, and prevents 

the excessive Cu dissolution into molten solder from Cu substrate. 

Solder Microstructure 

Typical structure of 300°C melted SAC solder consists of primary β-tin grains, with very fine 

Ag3Sn dispersions and Cu6Sn5 intermetallic compounds, as shown in Figure 1.6. The Sn grain 

has a body-centered tetragonal structure. Ag3Sn intermetallic with orthorhombic structure 

formed a network structure around the primary Sn grains. A irregular polygons of Cu6Sn5 

particles are not uniformly distributed in the solder bulk microstructure. Crystal information is 

summarized in Table 1.1. The size of Sn grains changes with Ag content, comparing Figure 

1.6(a) and (b). SAC305 (Sn-3wt%Ag-0.5wt%Cu) has smaller Sn than SAC105 (Sn-1wt%Ag-

0.5wt%Cu)  because of larger number of Ag3Sn dispersions. 
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Figure 1.6 SEM image of (a) SAC105[8]; (b) SAC305[9]; (c) High magnification image to 

show Cu6Sn5 and Ag3Sn particles 

Phase Crystal structure Lattice constant CTE(10
-6

/°C) 

Sn β: Body-cantered tetragonal a = 5.8314 A, c = 3.1815 A 23 

Cu6Sn5 Monoclinic a=11.022A, b= 7.282A, c= 9.827A, 

f=98.84A 

16.3 

Ag3Sn Orthorhombic a=5.9957A, b= 4.7821 A, c= 5.1654 A 20 

 Table 1.1. Crystal structures, lattice constants and CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) of 

of specified elements and compounds [10] 

Aging process is to simulate the high temperature operation environment during real 

application. It changes the SAC solder microstructure. As shown in Figure 1.7, Ag3Sn 

particles coarsen during aging process, which decreases the clear definition of primary Sn 

grains. Ostwald ripening [11] is attributed to the coarsening process, which is described as the 

growth of larger crystals with the dissolution of smaller crystals that have a higher interfacial 

enthalpy than the larger crystals. 

a b 

c 
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Figure 1.7. SEM image of SAC305 microstructure of (a) as-reflowed sample; (b) after 150°C, 

1000h aging.[12] 

 

1.2.2. Intermetallic compound (IMC) 

During soldering process for the solder joint formation, the SAC solder melts and then reacts 

with the substrates to form IMC. Several types of substrates are commonly used: Cu, Ni, Ni-P, 

Electroless nickel immersion gold (ENIG), OSP (organic surface preservative) -Cu and Ni-Pd-

Au. Depending on different substrates, IMCs can be formed after reflow, such as Cu6Sn5, 

Cu3Sn, Ni3Sn4, (Cu,Ni)6Sn5. In this thesis, we confine our discussion to solder/Cu IMC. 

IMC is the crucial part in solder joint, as it provides the bonding and interconnection. The 

reliability of electronic products is closely related to mechanical properties of IMC. Therefore, 

there has always been an interest better understanding the IMC morphologies and mechanical 

properties. 

While presence of the IMC is necessary for a good solder bonding, thick intermetallic layers 

may alter the microstructure of the joint and affect on its integrity adversely. Firstly, IMC is 

frequently brittle compared to Cu substrate and Sn-based solder[13]. If a thick IMC layer is 

formed within the solder joint, its brittleness can cause solder joint reliability concerns. 

Secondly, the differences in CTE between IMC and bulk solder can contribute to internal 

stress [14]. 
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Solder-Cu initial interaction 

The initial reflow process is the primary step to IMC formation. The formation of IMC in 

initial reflow is generally consists of three events: dissolution, chemical reaction and 

solidification[13]. As shown in Figure 1.8, once the molten solder and Cu substrate are in 

contact, Cu starts to dissolve to molten solder.  The dissolution rate is high at the very 

beginning, attributed to the Cu concentration difference in two sides. Then, in a short time, Cu 

is saturated in solder in adjacent to substrate, and IMC starts to form. After solidification, a 

layer of IMC appears at the interface, commonly observed as “spikes like” or “finger like” 

structure. 

 

Figure 1.8 Formation of IMC during initial reflow process 

Typically the Sn based solders have melting point varies from 210 to 230 °C[7]. Accordingly, 

the peak temperature in reflow heating profile is from 240 to 260°C, and the time duration for 

temperature above solder melting point is usually 30 to 90 second. At these temperatures 

which below 260°C, Cu6Sn5 is considered to be the first phase formed at the molten solder/Cu 

interface traditionally. Gagliano et al. investigated the nucleation process of IMC in initial 

reflow[15]. They observed the IMC formation between liquid Sn and solid Cu in temperature 

range of 240°C to 260°C, within 2 sec. In all cases they only found Cu6Sn5 nucleated at the 

interface, and that each crystallite was observed to grow independently from the adjacent ones. 

Figure 1.9 shows backscattered electron (BSE) cross-section image of the interfacial 
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microstructures formed between the SAC305 solder and Cu substrate after soldering at 260°C 

for 30s[16]. EDX result proved that the atomic percentage ratio between Cu and Sn of the 

IMC was approximately 6:5. Though Cu6Sn5 appears as finger-like shape, it still forms a 

continuous layer.  

 

Figure 1.9 Backscattered electron(BSE) image of the SAC/Cu interface and after initial 

reflow [16] 

 

Multiple reflow 

After initial reflow, IMC may subsequently need to go through several processes which can 

promote the IMC thickness further. The solder joint can be reflowed for additional times, in 

order to complete different level of packaging, or stacking of packages. The reaction between 

Cu and the molten solder during manufacture determines the initial thickness and morphology 

of the IMC layer. The initial reflow process is starting point of bond, or IMC formation. To 

accommodate 3D packaging, in which ICs stack up, and there are three levels of packaging, 

multiple reflows need to be applied. The corresponding molten solder-Cu reaction leads to 

fast Cu dissolution and IMC growth.  

Generally, interfacial IMC amount increases with increasing number of reflows, or soldering 

reflow time ([17-19]). Figure 1.10 illustrates the evolution of interfacial IMC microstructures 

with different number of reflows.  
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Figure 1.10 Evolution of the microstructures for different solder/Cu interfaces as the number 

of reflows increased. (a)3 times reflowed sample; (b) 5 times reflowed sample; (c) 10 times 

reflowed sample 

 

Isothermal Aging 

In addition, during high temperature storage, solder joints need to stay in high temperature no 

more than solder melting point. This is called “aging” process. In aging process, the reaction 

continues at a lower rate, where both solder and Cu substrate are in solid state [5]. The IMC 

formed in reflow process (Cu6Sn5) also remains as solid state.  

At this stage of aging, the growth of IMC is more diffusion controlled, meaning either Cu or 

Sn diffusion rate in IMC is crucial to the IMC growth. Many models have been developed in 

current research describes the growth behavior of interfacial IMCs during isothermal aging 

period [20]) Curve-fitting method based on equation 𝑑 = 𝑑0 + 𝐷𝑡𝑛 is commonly used. 𝑑0 is 

the initial IMC thickness and 𝑑 is the IMC thickness at time t, D is the diffusion coefficient, 𝑡 

is the reaction time and 𝑛 is the time exponent. By measuring IMC thickness at different time 

durations in isothermal aging, the time component 𝑛 can be calculated. Moreover, in aging 

process, a new layer of IMC (Cu3Sn) usually appears at the interface of Cu and Cu6Sn5 [21-

24]. The growth behavior of Cu-Sn IMCs are always compared via activation energy, which 

represents the energy barrier of the intermetallic reaction. The activation energy Q can be 

calculated from diffusion coefficient at different temperatures with equation         

𝑑(𝑇) = 𝑑0exp(
−𝑄

𝑅𝑇
) . The activation energies of different solder materials are tabulated in 

Table 1.2. 

a b c 
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Solder 

/Substrate 

Method T (°C)   Reaction 

time 

Activation energy(eV/atom) Ref 

Cu
6
Sn

5
 Cu

3
Sn Total 

Sn-3.5Ag/Cu Reflow 260–360 20–240 

min 

0.44 0.52 - [25] 

Sn-3.5Ag/Cu Reflow 260–360 20–240 

min 

0.31 0.71 - 

Cu/Sn/Cu Reflow 260–360 Up to 340 

min 

0.20 0.88 - [26] 

Sn-3.5Ag/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

70–200 0–60 days 0.58 0.79 0.68 [27] 

SAC(355)/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

120–180 Up to 

2000 h 

0.72 0.95 0.82 [28] 

Sn-3.5Ag/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

110–208 0–32 days 1.11 0.73 - [29] 

Sn/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

100-170 - 0.87 0.59 0.80 [30] 

Sn3.8Ag0.7Cu 

/Cu 

Reflow-

>Aging 

100-150 - - - 0.43 [31] 

SAC305/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

125, 150, 

175 

0-369 h - - 0.34 [32] 

SAC305/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

100.125.1

50 

0-650 h - - 0.70 [32] 

Sn/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

160, 180, 

210 

up to 25 

days 

- - 1.55 [33] 

SnBi/Cu Reflow-

>Aging 

170,180, 

190 and 

200 

up to 25 

days 

- - 1.10 

Sn/Cu Annealing 150-350 225 h 0.84 0.77 - [23] 

Table 1.2 Activation energies of Cu-Sn IMCs forming between various solder and Cu 

substrate 

 

Flux effect 

Flux is a rosin based material, which applied between solder and substrate prior to reflow. It 

is a material that helps to removes oxides from the substrate surface as well as solder surfaces. 

The removal of oxidation helps in the attraction between two surfaces. Gong et al. took the 
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flux effect into consideration at initial state of IMC formation[34]. Their TEM results showed 

a thin Cu3Sn is the first IMC formed, subsequently a thicker layer of Cu6Sn5 covered over the 

Cu3Sn.  

OSP effect 

Organic Solderability Preservative (OSP) is organic derivative to provide protection against 

oxidation or tarnish of the Cu surface[35]. It vaporizes at about 150°C, and hence will not be 

a hindrance for molten solder/Cu contact. Guo et al. [24] compares the IMC formed on bare 

Cu and OSP coated Cu(Figure 1.11). They discovered that Cu6Sn5 fingers formed on OSP Cu 

are much thicker and longer than on bare Cu substrate.  

 

Figure 1.11 SEM images showing (a) the Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu/OSP/Cu interface and (b) the Sn-

3.0Ag-0.5Cu/Cu interface after reflow. The left column shows cross-sectional views, and the 

right column shows top views. 

 

IMC measurement 

When we study various solder materials, or different solder joint processing conditions, IMC 

thickness at the solder/substrate interface needs to be monitored. Although it is favorable to 

form IMC during reflow process, due to the brittleness of IMC, the excessive growth of IMC 

during life of solder joint is detrimental to the device reliability. Therefore, the accuracy and 

precision of IMC thickness measurement are important. 

However, due to the undulated and irregular boundaries of IMC (Figure 1.12), the thickness is 

difficult to well define.  
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Figure 1.12 SEM image of IMC at solder/Cu interface after one time reflow. 

Table 1.3 shows common IMC measuring methods. The most widely adopted measuring 

mode is the 2D measuring associated with cross-section imaging. The sample preparation 

procedure includes sample mounting and polishing. The solder joint sample is mounted in a 

way that makes it easier to conduct cross-section polishing and also provides protection to the 

sample. In most cases, epoxy is used as the mounting and mold material. Then the mounted 

sample undergoes grinding and polishing process with various abrasive materials, until the 

cross-section surface is imaging-ready. There are two common imaging methods for cross-

section imaging: optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Both 

imaging methods are able to reveal a clear IMC morphology. OM uses photons for 

visualization, which is fast, easy and adaptable to all types of samples. But there is a 

limitation in resolution imposed by wavelength of visual light. SEM using electron with  

smaller wavelength, improves the image resolution and sampling depth compared to OM. The 

disadvantage is the cost of SEM operation, and the requirement for sample preparation. 

Besides, in SEM, there are backscattered electron (BSE) imaging and secondary electron (SE) 

imaging modes.  

Two thickness determination approaches are adopted in order to obtain the IMC thickness 

data from cross-section image (Table 1.3) . The “Area/length” formula is to measure the area 
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occupied by a section of IMC, and then divide this area by the lateral length of IMC. The 

other approach is to measure IMC thickness at different locations, and average out the value. 

Mode Imaging Method Thickness Determination Formula Ref 

Cross-

section 1. Optical microscope 1. Area/length 

[36-

38] 

 

2. Scanning electron 

microscope 

2. Average of thickness at different 

locations 

 

Total 

volume X-Ray Fluorescence Volume/area 

[39] 

Table 1.3. Common IMC measuring methods 

 

Figure 1.13 Cross-section of Solder/Cu interface obtained from (a) Optical Microscope, and 

(b) Scanning electron microscope[40]. 

 Servin et. al[39] develops a new method involving a combination of X-Ray 

Fluorescence(XRF) and Coulometric Stripping (C S). In CS, an electrical current is applied to 

the substrate to strip Sn. The voltage change monitored indicates when the material go from 

Sn to Cu, or IMC. The amount of Sn is measured by the time interval between voltage 

changes. The steps are: first measure the total amount of IMC + solder by detecting Sn signal 

with XRF. Secondly, use CS to strip and measure the solder material. Hence the amount and 

volume of IMC can be calculated. The averaged thickness IMC is achieved from volume/area. 

The advantage of this method is that, the averaged value of IMC thickness is the mean over 

an IMC area, compared with cross-section mode sampling only one microsection. 

a b 
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1.2.3 Issues in SAC solder & recent SAC305 solder material studies 

Of the many lead-free solder series proposed, SAC series alloys have emerged as the most 

widely accepted as shown in Figure 1.14.  SAC solder with 3wt% of Ag and 0.5wt% of Cu 

(SAC305) is a popular choice in microelectronics applications. SAC305 has advantages on 

low available melting temperature, near-eutectic composition, and favorable thermal–

mechanical fatigue properties[9]. 

 

Figure 1.14 Survey of market share of different lead-free solders [41] 

There are some major challenges for SAC305 solder. Firstly, it has a higher melting 

temperature, around 217 °C, compared to 183 °C for the eutectic Sn-Pb solders. Hence, it 

requires higher reflow temperature during the manufacturing process. This leads to reliability 

problems, such as thick IMC, and warpage induced by thermal mismatches between different 

components of the package. Secondly, the high Ag content in Sn-Ag-Cu alloys results in a 

relatively high cost (Table 1.4), and the solder industry’s demand for Ag is not easily met by 

the world market. 
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Table 1.4 Cost of Basic Solder Elements [42] 

To lower the solder price and overcome the issues of SAC305, modifications of the solder as 

described in Table 1.5 have been investigated. To meet the needs of miniaturization in the 

electronics industry, nanoparticle reinforcements are often added to provide the mechanical 

integrity needed with lead-free solders. In addition, ferromagnetic alloying additions, such as 

Fe, Ni, Co, also have potentials to improve the solder joint properties, which will be reviewed 

in later section. 

Addition Content 

(wt %) 

Impact on solder joint properties 

CNT  Reduce IMC in reflow; Increase shear strength[43-45] 

TiO2(NP) 0.5-2 Increase wettability; Increase shear strength[46];  

ZrO2(NP) 0.5 -3 Suppress IMC growth; Increase shear and tensile strength[47] 

Al2O3(NP) 0.25-1 Refine Ag3Sn particle size; Suppress IMC growth[45] 

SiC(NP) 0.05 Finer Sn grains and IMC; Increase micro-hardness[45] 

Al (NP) 0.5-3 Formation of Sn-Al-Ag particles near IMC; Increase shear strength[48] 

Ti(NP)  Lower melting T; Finer and uniform Sn; increase hardness[45] 

Table 1.5. Recent SAC305 studies on additions to reinforce solder properties 
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1.3. Solder Reflow Process 

1.3.1. Reflow types 

Reflow is a manufacturing term for the soldering process in microelectronic packaging. 

Reflow soldering is the most common method for soldering process in surface mount 

technology. Solder paste or solder balls are used to attach one side of electrical component to 

the corresponding contact pads on package or PCB substrate. A heating process is required to 

melt the solder material and permanently form a joint. 

Solder reflow can be accomplished via a number of heating methods. The most widely 

applied method is the convection oven heating . Assembling components, such as IC, package, 

PCB and solder balls are positioned properly and placed on the running conveyer of the 

convection oven. Table 1.6 lists the features of different reflow soldering methods.  

Method Heating area Pros Cons 

Convection  Whole product Even temperature distribution  

Efficient in high density 

heating 

Long process time 

Warpage: thermal stress 

Infra Red 

(IR)  

Area of IR 

exposure 

Low cost 

Short reflow time 

Large temperature variation 

Warpage: thermal stress 

Hot air Area defined by air 

dispersion  

Low thermal stress High cost 

Large temperature variation 

Laser Area of laser focus Precise heating 

Low thermal stress 

High cost 

Inappropriate for mass 

production 

Induction  All conductive 

materials 

Precise heating 

Controllable reflow time 

Non-contact heating  

Solder size dependent 

 

Table 1.6 Reflow soldering methods [49] 

1.3.2. Magnetic induction heating 

With the benefits in precision and rapidness, magnetic induction heating becomes a promising 

novel solder reflow method. As illustrated in Figure 1.15, the substrate and all solder balls are 

placed at the center of coils. The high frequency power supply gives rise to alternating current, 

inducing oscillating magnetic field.  Subjected to this field, magnetic fields receptive and 
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responsive solder material generates heat to melt the solder. Induction heating is applied only 

on conductors. Hence, the plastic components of the device are not affected and damaged. In 

addition, the rapid heating and cooling process in magnetic induction heating avoid excessive 

IMC growth, which is adverse to packaging reliability.  Furthermore, the manipulation of 

solder melting can be remotely controlled by magnetic field, which brings convenience in 

manufacturing. 

 

Figure 1.15 Schematic diagram of induction heating reflow[50] 

Magnetic induction heating can be accomplished by three energy loss mechanisms: eddy 

current loss, relaxation loss and hysteresis loss.  

Eddy current loss is the Joule loss, which depends on induced electromotive force (emf) and 

the electrical resistivity of the material. According to Faraday’s law of electromagnetic 

induction, the presence of an oscillating magnetic field in a conductor results in circulating 

electric current in conductors, known as eddy current. The eddy current energy loss density is 

given by: 

                                    𝑷𝒆𝒅𝒅𝒚 =
𝝅𝟐

𝟐𝟎

𝝁𝟎
𝟐𝑯𝟐𝒇𝟐

𝝆
𝑫𝟐

                                      Equation 1.1[51] 
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where H is the amplitude of applied magnetic field, 𝜌 is the resistivity of the material, 𝑓 is the 

frequency, and D is the particle diameter.  

Magnetic hysteresis loss occurs in ferromagnetic materials such as Fe, Ni, Co. Once such 

ferromagnetic materials are immersed in external magnetic field, the atomic dipoles start to 

align with it and get magnetized. The magnetization retains even when the external field is 

removed, unless heat or opposite magnetic field is applied to demagnetize the material. The 

nonlinear relationship between external field strength 𝐻 and magnetization 𝑀  is usually 

presented in B-H curve (Figure 1.16). With initial increasing field, the material reaches 

certain magnetization. The scanning of external applied field from one value Hm to zero, then 

continues to increase in magnitude at opposite direction, and returns back to Hm, completing 

the hysteresis loop. The magnetization offset at zero applied field strength is called 

remanence, and the field strength required to completely demagnetize the ferromagnetic 

material is called coercivity. The area enclosed by the hysteresis loop is called hysteresis loss 

for each cycle. 

 

Figure 1.16 B-H hysteresis curve[52] 

The relaxation loss heating is accomplished by magnetic nanoparticles (MNP).  Within 

dimension of single domain, MNPs become superparamagnetic. The power loss is governed 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
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by Neel and Brown mechanisms[53]. Such MNPs do not display hysteresis response in DC 

magnetic field, while in AC field, the magnetic moment of single domain particles can relax 

through Brownian rotation of the particle itself, as well as the Neel rotation of the magnetic 

moment of the particle[54].  

1.3.3. Solder Materials for induction heating 

The eddy current induced heating for the solder reflow has been studied. Li et al.[50] 

investigated the feasibility of solder reflow of 760um SnAg solder balls by eddy current 

(Figure 1.17). The current in the magnetic coil ranged from 11 to 29A, with constant driving 

frequency of 300kHz. They proved that eddy current induced Joule heating is feasible and 

effective for solder reflow. With 27 A coil current, the temperature of solder can reach 500°C 

in 10 second. Moreover, the power absorption of solder balls can be calculated and predicted 

via Equation 1.1.  

    

Figure 1.17 Temperature profile of solder balls subjected oscillating magnetic field 

[50] 

By carefully examining Equation 1.1, we notice that eddy current is highly dependent on 

sample size. With the trend towards miniaturization of hand-held electronic device, solder 
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bumps and balls are getting smaller. The inability to effectively heating limits eddy current 

application in solder reflows. Habib et al.[55] observed that for smaller size solder balls than 

600um, the eddy current heating is not sufficient to realize reflow, with 280kHz magnetic 

field obtained by  a 275 A coil current. For solder powders less than 50um in diameter, the 

eddy current loss is even negligible [51]. 

Habib et al.[51] proves that FeCo MNPs with high permeability is an ideal magnetic addition 

to solder materials. In AC magnetic field with moderate frequency and amplitude, 2wt% of 

FeCo MNPs are sufficient to cause temperature of the solder to rise above solder melting 

point. When FeCo concentration increases, the reflow time is shortened significantly (Figure 

1.18). 

 

Figure 1.18  Temperature profile for different wt% solder-MNP composite paste in AC 

magnetic field of 500 Oe at 280 kHz, inset shows the time to reflow for the different wt% 

samples[51]. 

 

Joshua et al.[56] prepared magnetically responsive solder alloys by physically mix Fe, Ni, Co 

325 mesh powders into SnAg solder. The heating responses towards 12,150 Hz, 8kW, 350V 

magnetic field are displayed in Figure 1.19. Fe-dispersion containing SnAg solder produce 

most significant heating under test conditions. The Fe-SnAg sample surface temperature is 
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nominally 70°C higher than SnAg solder. And as expected, larger Fe content helps to 

generate more heat in solder. The author attributes the heating to hysteresis and eddy current 

losses, determing the heat loss by 

                                                         𝑃 = 𝑊𝐻 + 𝑘𝑓2                                    Equation 1.2 

where WH is the energy loss in one hysteresis loop, f is the frequency, and k is a constant for 

eddy current. Comparing to Equation 1.1, we obtain𝑘 =
𝝅𝟐

𝟐𝟎

𝝁𝟎
𝟐𝑯𝟐

𝝆
𝑫𝟐. 

 

Figure 1.19 Magnetic induction heating responses of studied alloys with (a) dispersions of 

different magnetic elements and (b) Fe dispersions at different concentrations. The 

temperature is the surface temperature of samples, measured by infrared camera[56]. 

To sum up, magnetic induction heating exhibits a potential to accomplish a precise and rapid 

solder reflow.  Various magnetically responsive solder materials have been explored.  Due to 

the infectivity of eddy current loss in small size solder balls, and the high cost of MNP 

production, magnetic induction heating with hysteresis loss mechanism is likely to be the 

suitable option. Fe is proven to be the most effective ferromagnetic material to induction 

heating, but there is lack of comprehensive Fe-SAC study to investigate Fe effect on solder 

properties. Hence, we are now focusing on Fe incorporated solders studies.  
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1.4. Role of Fe in solder joint 

Fe phase in solder 

FeSn2 is most commonly observed phase of Fe in SAC solder [9, 57, 58] with SEM/EDX or 

TEM method(Figure 1.20). Besides, pure Fe particles are also found surrounded by FeSn2 

(Figure 1.21). However, the weight percentage of Fe, the incorporation method of Fe into 

solder vary.    

 

Figure 1.20. FeSn2 found in SAC solder by (a) TEM [57]; (b) SEM/EDX 

 

Figure 1.21. The SEM image of pure Fe particles surrounded by FeSn2 phase[58] 

Fe effects on IMC 

The Fe effect on IMC growth in reflow process has been studied by Liu in [58]. 0.5wt& and 

1wt% of Fe is added into SAC 305 solder. Their curve-fitting method results show that Fe 

slightly suppresses total IMC growth in reflow (Figure 1.22).  

a b 
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Figure 1.22  The plot of IMC thickness as a function of time for three solders [58] 

 

In the study of 300ppm Fe incorporated SAC solder done by Wang et al[18], Fe accelerates 

the IMC growth with increasing number of reflows(Figure 1.23). But the enhancement effect 

is much more significant. SAC with Fe has IMC that is 6 times thicker than IMC in SAC.  

 

 

Figure 1.23 Total amounts of Cu6Sn5 formed near the interface versus the number of 

reflows.[18] 

In the same paper, Wang also found the suppression of Cu3Sn growth in Fe incorporated SAC 

solder (Figure 1.24).  During aging process, Cu6Sn5 grew thicker in Fe-SAC/Cu interface, 
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compared to SAC/Cu, similar to the result in multiple reflow process. However, substantially 

decreased Cu3Sn in Fe-SAC/Cu is observed. 

 

Figure 1.24 Backscattered electron images for samples with different alloy additions that were 

aged at 160 °C for 1000h[18]. 

Other than IMC thickness, Fe may also modify the IMC/solder boundary morphologies. Liu 

et al.[58]. As shown in Figure 1.25, adding Fe definitely decreases the IMC finger size.  

 

Figure 1.25 SEM image of SAC and Fe-SAC solder joints after 30min reflow process. 

(a)SAC/Cu interface; (b) Fe-SAC/Cu interface. 

Table 1.7  and Figure 1.8 summarize the Fe effect on both SAC solder alloys and IMC at the 

soler/Cu interface. 

Ref Solder Fe (wt%) Fe Phase Melting T Ref 
SAC305 0.02; 0.05 FeSn2(TEM) same [57] 

SAC105 0.1; 0.3; 0.5 FeSn2(XRD, SEM) same [9] 

SAC305 0.5; 1 Fe, FeSn2(SEM) - [58] 

SAC305 0.27 - same [59] 

Sn3.6Ag0.9Cu 0.2 - slightly increase 
[60] 

0.6 - slightly increase 
Table 1.7 Summary of Fe effects on SAC solder bulk 

(a)SAC  (b)SAC-0.5Fe  
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Table 1.8 Summary of Fe effects on interfacial IMC 

 

1.5. Research objectives and Scope of thesis 

From the discussion above, we know that magnetic induction heating reflow is precise and 

fast. Fe in solder helps in induction heating. In addition, Fe is cost-effective. However, the 

microstructure of Fe-solder is unclear. SEM/EDX, XRD and TEM were used to find Fe phase, 

and FeSn2 and Fe were found in different works. There is an absence of coherent picture of Fe 

impact on IMC. 0.03 to 1wt% Fe content in solder in previous studies shows different impact 

on IMC growth. Moreover, comparison of various IMC measurement methods is lacking. 

 In this thesis, chapters 1 is the introduction to electronic packaging, solder and solder joint 

background knowledge, as well as the issues in the current solder joint studies. In chapter 2, 

the characterization techniques used in this thesis are introduced. And the methodologies are 

also elaborated. Chapter 3 is explored the interfacial IMC growth and morphologies, joint ball 

shear behaviors with low Fe content commercial solder/Cu joint. For the IMC investigations 

and examinations, we are going to establish an accurate, cost effective, methodology.   In 

chapter 4, we synthesize Fe-SAC solder with furnace melting for higher magnetic hysteresis 

Ref Solder 

Fe 

(wt%) total IMC Cu6Sn5 Cu3Sn 

Fe in 

IMC 

IMC 

roughness shear strength Ref 

Sn2.5Ag0.8Cu 0.03 increase increase decrease 

0.1 in 

Cu6Sn5 - - [18] 

Sn 1 

slightly 

decrease 

slightly 

decrease 

slightly 

decrease no - - [61] 

SAC305 0.5; 1 similar - - - increase - [58] 

SAC305 0.27 decrease increase decrease - - 

better ball pull force 

upon aging [59] 

Sn3.6Ag0.9Cu 
0.2 decrease - - - - 

both increase in 

strength, and  

decrease in modulus [60] 
0.6 increase - - - - 
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loss, and investigate Fe-SAC solder microstructures and magnetic properties. Chapter 5 

concludes the thesis, and proposed our future work as well. 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 

2.1. Introduction 

In this section, we will explain how the Fe incorporated solder joint study is conducted, and 

also provide the information about working principles of the techniques and instruments 

employed for sample characterization and analysis. The Fe-SAC solder balls are bonded onto 

BGA substrate in reflow oven. After which, some of the solder joint samples are stored in a 

High Temperature Storage (HTS) chamber to simulate the high temperature condition in real 

applications (175°C). To obtain the microstructural and compositional information of the 

solder joint, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with Energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscope (EDX) is used. Prior to which, in order to obtain a flat and scratch-less sample 

surface for proper measurement, solder joint cross-section polishing is required. Ball Shear 

Test is utilized to investigate the mechanical shear properties of solder joints. All as reflowed 

and aged solder joints will be ball sheared. 

Methods used to incorporate Fe into SnAgCu solder will be introduced. The Fe and SAC 

powders are thoroughly mixed using ball milling machine. Thermal melting with Rapid 

Thermal Processing (RTP) machine is chosen to form solder bulk material. After polishing, 

the Fe-incorporated solder material is analyzed by X-ray Diffraction, SEM/EDX, Vibrating 

Sample Magnetometer (VSM) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) to investigate 

microstructural, compositional, magnetic and thermal properties. 

Various characterization techniques will be utilized in the introduction of materials. Hence, 

we start with the characterization methodologies first. 

http://www.qdusa.com/sitedocs/appNotes/vsmappnote_5-09.pdf
http://www.qdusa.com/sitedocs/appNotes/vsmappnote_5-09.pdf
http://www.netzsch-thermal-analysis.com/en/products-solutions/differential-scanning-calorimetry.html
http://www.netzsch-thermal-analysis.com/en/products-solutions/differential-scanning-calorimetry.html
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2.2. Characterization Techniques 

2.2.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a surface imaging technique derived from electron-

matter interactions. Compared to optical microscopy, SEM has many advantages. The SEM 

has a large depth of field, which allows a large amount of the sample to be in focus at one 

time and produces an image that is a good representation of a three-dimensional sample. The 

SEM also produces images of high resolution, which means that closely spaced features can 

be examined at a high magnification.  

When the electron beam strikes the sample, both photon and electron signals are emitted. 

Figure 2.1 shows photon and electron species produced from electron-matter interaction. 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic picture showing productions of electron-matter interactions. 

In the SEM, the primary electrons have an energy typically in the range of 5 to 30 keV[1]. 

Secondary electrons (SE) are electrons ejected from the sample atoms by primary electron 

beam. There are two types of secondary electrons. One type of secondary electrons are 

generated by inelastic scattering between sample conduction or valence bands electrons and 

primary electrons. These electrons have only 0 – 50 eV energy when ejected. Because of their 

low energy, only those electrons generated from near sample surface depth are able to escape 

and be detected. In SEM, this type of SEs is employed for imaging of the sample surface 

topography. Another type of SE originates from strongly bound inner-shell electrons, which 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy-dispersive_X-ray_spectroscopy
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have a significant fraction of the beam energy. The emission this more energetic SE is usually 

followed by the release of Auger electrons or X-ray emission. Auger electron is produced 

when the second type of SE are ejected from an inner shell, the ionized atom returns to the 

ground state, and the released energy may eject another bound electron instead of an X-ray 

photon. Auger electrons are used in Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).  

Backscattered electron (BSE) is a production from primary electron and sample atomic nuclei 

elastic interactions. Backscattered means the deflection angle of primary electrons after 

interaction is larger than 90°. Because of the much larger mass of a nucleus compared with 

that of the incident electron, the energy transfer and loss is negligible. BSE holds energies up 

to the incident electron energy; hence it can travel longer than SE in sample. As a result, 

BSEs originating from larger depth are able to escape from the sample surface and reach the 

detector. Therefore, when BSE is utilized in SEM, information from deeper areas can be 

obtained.  

The X-ray produced in electron – sample interactions are attributed to two distinct 

mechanisms. The continuous X-rays come from electron and sample atomic nuclei interaction, 

same as BSE. This continuous spectrum limits the capability of characteristic X-rays to be 

detected. The Characteristic X-rays, as aforementioned, is an alternative of Auger electron 

emission in primary electron – inner bound sample electron interactions, as shown in Figure 

2.2. Characteristic X-ray energies are governed by inner orbital structures of each element. 

Therefore, in Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) technique is  used for elemental 

identification. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy-dispersive_X-ray_spectroscopy
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram showing emission of characteristic x-ray by electron A and 

emission of Auger electron by electron B [62] 

Sampling volume is important when one carries out a certain SEM/EDX measurements. As 

shown in Figure 2.3, SE is more surface sensitive and BSE is sampling deeper, as we 

discussed previously. The sampling volume is almost the same as the primary electron 

penetration volume. 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram showing sampling volume of electrons and X-rays[63] 
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Figure 2.4 A sample of SEM/BSE image showing IMC 

Figure 2.4 shows a SEM/BSE image of solder/Cu joint. The color contrast observed in this 

image comes from elemental difference. We should discuss it with electron emission 

coefficient (η), meaning the number of emitted electron per incident primary electron. To 

differentiate elements, BSE is a better choice as it varies with atomic number more obviously.   

2.2.2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

XRD is a non-destructive, versatile technique for the analysis of structures of matters. 

Crystallographic information is given from XRD result by investigating the interaction 

between X-ray and crystal lattice. X-ray is one type of electromagnetic waves, which is 

produced when energetic electrons impinge on a target. The coherent scattering of X-ray 

photon by a bound electron in an atom gives diffraction. In 1912, Von Laue found that there 

is a diffraction pattern when X-rays interact with a crystal. In the following year, Sir W.H. 

Bragg and his son Sir W.L. Bragg developed a relationship to explain the X-ray diffraction 

pattern of crystals, given as: 

                                                               𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin𝜃                                            Equation 2.1 

where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of incident wave, d is the spacing between the 

planes in the atomic lattice, and θ is the angle between the incident ray and the scattering 

planes (Figure 2.5).            

IMC 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelength
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Figure 2.5 Schematic picture illustrating Bragg’s Law[64] 

Bragg’s Law conditions are satisfied by varying θ, relating to different d-spacings in 

polycrystalline materials. The result is plotted as spectrum of angular positions and intensities 

(I vs 2θ). When the sample is single-phased, the pattern produced is the characteristic of the 

specific phase. When the sample is a mixture of different phases, the XRD pattern of the 

sample is a resultant of superposition of various phase patterns. The application of XRD 

results are various. The most common use of XRD pattern is phase identification by matching 

the peaks with database. The anglar position is related to a lattice spacing of the one set of hkl 

planes, with known X-ray wavelength. The identification also includes determination of 

single crystalline and polycrystalline material. Also, XRD pattern is used for determination of 

the orientation, by comparing the peak intensity values. In addition, the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of each peak can be used to obtain the grain size information cause 

crystallite size contribute to peak broadening. 

2.2.3. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) equipped with Physical Property 

Measurement System (PPMS) 

The characteristics of magnetic material are best illustrated with their hysteresis loop. The 

most common measurement method employed for hysteresis loop determination at ambient 

temperature is the Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)[65]. When a material is placed in 

a magnetic field, a magnetic moment will be induced in the sample. In VSM, a sample is 

vibrated in a magnetic field. The induced emf (electromotive force) in the sample is detected 

http://www.qdusa.com/sitedocs/appNotes/vsmappnote_5-09.pdf
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by the sensing coil. This electromagnetic force (emf) is proportional to the magnetic moment 

or magnetization of the sample under the external magnetic field.   

By scanning the magnetic field magnitude and directions, a hysteresis loop of the sample can 

be obtained. The hysteresis loop gives the relation between the magnetization M and the 

applied field H. The parameters extracted from the hysteresis loop that are most often used to 

characterize the magnetic properties of magnetic media include; the saturation magnetization, 

the remanence, the coercivity. 

2.2.4. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC is the one of the most widely used techniques to do thermal analysis of substances. It 

provides information about thermal changes that do not involve a change in sample mass[66]. 

A calorimeter is a device for measuring the heat transferred during physical and chemical 

process. “Differential” refers to the measurement of the difference in heat flow from sample 

to reference side. The common operation mode of DSC is to run temperature or time scans. 

As shown in Figure 2.6, during measurement, the sample and reference material are in same 

condition. Sometimes an empty pan is used as a reference. Each pan has a thermometer 

beneath it. The temperatures of the sample and reference remain equal by comparing the 

thermometer readings and adjusting the power supplied accordingly. If an endothermic event 

occurs in the sample, which means the sample absorbs energy, additional energy has to be 

supplied to the sample heater. This extra heat will be recorded as a function of temperature. 

Similarly, during an exothermic process, the additional heat supplied to the reference will be 

recorded.  Hence, the result of DSC measurement is given as a heat flow profile as a function 

of temperature. 
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Figure 2.6 DSC experimental setup[67] 

 

2.2.5. Ball Shear Test 

Currently, the most popular method to evaluate the strength of solder ball attachment is the 

ball shear test. This test aims at assessing the ability of solder balls to withstand mechanical 

shear forces that the solder joint may endure during device manufacturing, handling, test, 

shipment and applications [3]. 

Ball shear test is a destructive method. The testing process is illustrated in Figure 2.7.  The 

shear tool, or shear blade, travels in a direction parallel to the device planar surface. The 

solder balls will be sheared from the device surface. The shear force applied to the solder ball 

will be recorded as a function of shear tool displacement in a direction parallel to the device 

planar surface. 

In July of 2006, JEDEC established a new standard JESD22-B117A, for BGA ball shear tests 

[3]. The standards of shear conditions are given. The shear tool standoff should be no greater 

than 25% (10% preferred) of the solder ball height, and ensure that the shear tool does not 

contact the device surface throughout the monitored shear tool travel distance. 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of shear tool to solder ball alignment diagram [3] 

 

2.3. Methodologies of Fe-Solder Incorporation by Melting 

2.3.1. Materials of Fe-Solder Incorporation by Melting 

Pristine SAC powder 

SAC305 (96.5% Sn, 3% Ag, 0.5% Cu, Qualitek International, Inc) solder powder were used 

for this experiment.  An SEM image of the solder powder is shown in Figure 2.8(a). The 

Microstructure and morphology analysis of the pristine powder and melted samples are 

performed with SEM images. The SEM image of pristine SAC305 powder is shown in Figure 

2.8(a), which shows the powder particles at a spherical formation with particle size distributed 

at a range of 25 – 45 um.  
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Figure 2.8 (a)SEM images of SAC305 powder. (b) Size distribution of SAC305 powder 

XRD wide scanning with low resolution was conducted on the SAC powders to investigate 

the phase and microstructure. XRD spectrum of pristine SAC powder is shown in Figure 2.9, 

with the background and Kα2 peaks subtracted by the XRD data processing software 

Highscore. Kα2 peaks are generated by Kα2 emission of Cu X-ray source, and are close to 

Kα1 peaks. Removal of Kα2 peaks can avoid peak distortion and help to identify the peaks, as 

well as FWHM of the peak The phases and orientations were determined from the ICDD 

standards and labelled.  

It is observed that not only peaks due to pure Sn are present, but peaks due to Ag3Sn are also 

seen. This result implies that Ag does not remain as a pure metal within the material, but in 

fact forms a compound with the dominant metal, Sn. As the samples only contain a small 

percentage of Ag, it can be assumed that all of the Ag within the samples reacts with Sn to 

form Ag3Sn. Also, the fact that Cu is only 0.5% composition by weight accounts for the lack 

of any observable Cu peaks.  
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Figure 2.9 XRD wide scan of pristine SAC305 powder from 28° to 92° 

DSC analysis was carried out in order to determine the thermal behaviour of the SAC305 

powder. The DSC heating curve is shown in Figure 2.10. The melting temperatures were 

determined from the onset values of the endothermic peaks, which is 217.42°C for SAC 

powder. This melting temperature is consistent with the result reported by Zerrer et al. [57].  

The normalized peak area is calculated to be 57.1 J/g. 

 
Figure 2.10 DSC curve of pristine SAC305 powder, showing a endothermic peak. 

Temperature ranges from room temperature to 300°C 

 

Pristine Fe powder 

Fe powder used for this project is supplied by Alfa Aesar. The purity is 99+%. SEM image in 

Figure 2.11 shows the irregular shape and non-uniform size of Fe powders. 
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Figure 2.11 SEM image of pristine Fe powder 

2.3.2. Experimentations of Fe-Solder Incorporation by Melting 

Our goal in this session is to prepare 5, 10, 20wt%Fe incorporated SAC305 solder alloys by 

melting. The following characterizations were done to reveal the elemental, compositional, 

microstructural, thermal and magnetic properties of the prepared samples. Pure SAC sample 

was also prepared and studied, as a reference line. 

In order to incorporate Fe into solder, a sequence of preparation steps are taken: 

(i). Mixing & Crushing. The SAC mixture along with required amounts of Fe (0, 5, 10, 

20wt%) were prepared. The mixing and crushing was done in a ball milling machine. 

Crushing was done to increase the surface area and to increase chances for melting and 

subsequent coalescence of the solder. 

(ii). Melting in vacuum furnace. A furnace with vacuum level of 4.2 × 10−2mbar  was 

employed for the melting purpose. The Fe-SAC305 powder mixtures were contained in 

ceramic crucible before placing into the furnace. Ceramic was chosen because the solder, 

after melting, does not stick to the ceramic and can be easily removed and studied for bulk 

material analysis.  The temperature ramped up to 450°C from room temperature took 40min, 

and maintained at 450°C for 5 hours. During the cooling stage, the temperature dropped to 

150°C over 3 hours, and the samples were removed from the furnace. 
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Figure 2.12 Picture of furnace used in this melting experiment 

(iii). Grinding. The following characterizations of melted Fe-SAC solders require a flat and 

clean surface. Hence, polishing was carried out on each sample. 400, 600, 800, 1200 Grit SiC 

sandpapers were used for sample surface grinding. 

 

Figure 2.13. Sample bar after polishing 

 Subsequently, the prepared samples were sent for various characterizations: 

(i). Composition. SEM/EDX were used for the composition study. SEM-EDX analyses were 

performed on a Jeol JSM-6360LA microscope in IMRE. The polished samples with flat 

surface were used 

(ii). Microstructure. The XRD machine used is XRD PANalytical Empyrea. Gonio mode was 

employed. The scans were conducted with the range of 28° to 92° degree. The step size is 

0.006°, 0.4 sec/step. The polished samples with flat surface were used. 

(iii). Thermal properties measurement. Our samples were sent to thermal analysis lab, 

Chemical, Molecular and Materials Analysis Centre (CMMAC) at the Department of 

Chemistry of NUS for DSC measurements. The model used is DSC2920 Differential 

Scanning Calorimeter. In order to investigate the melting temperature of solder materials, the 

scanning range is from room temperature to 300°C, under N2 environment. The results 

http://www.chemistry.nus.edu.sg/index.php
http://www.chemistry.nus.edu.sg/index.php
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include the heat flow profile as a function of temperature, melting or cooling onset 

temperature, peak heat flow temperature, and an integral over the exothermic or endothermic 

peaks. The sample used for DSC measurement is only of several grams in weight. 

 

Figure 2.14 DSC used in this project in chemistry department, NUS 

(iv). Magnetic properties measurement: VSM. Our solder samples were sent to Spintronics 

and Magnetic Materials Laboratory, Physics department of NUS for the magnetic property 

measurements.  The range of magnetic field applied is from -50kOe to 50kOe , and -500 Oe 

to 500 Oe. 

 

Figure 2.15 Photo of VSM used in this project 
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2.4. Methodologies of Solder/Cu interface study 

In the multiple reflow study, SAC and Fe-SAC solder balls were bonded on NSMD Cu 

substrate in reflow oven. Flux was applied prior to reflow. Each type of solder joints were 

reflowed for 1, 3, 6, 10 times. In aging study, one-time reflowed solder joint samples were 

stored in an oven at 3 different temperatures: 120°C, 150°C and 175°C. The storage durations 

are 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 days for each temperature.  

Afterwards, all the samples were molded in epoxy and polished to investigate IMC and solder 

microstructure. SEM/EDX was conducted to observe microstructure and compositions. 

Optical microscope images were also taken for IMC measurements. ImageJ was employed to 

measure and calculate IMC thickness. After length calibration, polygon selection function 

was used to enclose an IMC area with interfacial length of 80µm, and the area result was 

obtained. The thickness of IMC is obtianed by dividing the IMC area with 80µm. The 

embedded Cu6Sn5 IMC was also measured. The quantification was carried out by dividing the 

total area of Cu6Sn5 in solder bulk, by the full length of the interface. 

2.4.1. Materials of Solder/Cu interface study 

Industry samples 

To evaluate our solder-Cu interface better, we should have some knowledge of typical 

microstructure of Cu. A standard SAC/Cu solder joint sample is required as a reference for 

the following study. Hence, we analysed a commercial EBGA sample, in which the SAC305 

solder balls are bonded on Cu pad with one time reflow. As shown in Figure 2.16, the optical 

image of commercial solder-Cu joint consists of three parts: solder bulk, Cu pad, and the 

intermetallic compound (IMC) in between them. In addition, some finger shaped features are 

also found embedded in solder bulks. To look into more detailed microstructures, SEM/EDX 

experiments were also conducted. Figure 2.17 shows one section SEM image of the interface, 

and Table 2.1. Combining the image and elementary composition analysis, solder bulk and 
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Cu pad can be easily identified. Also, the IMC at the interface, and the finger-like structure 

embedded in solder bulk have similar elemental compositions, which Cu-Sn atomic ratio is 

close to the one matching Cu6Sn5. Furthermore, in the solder bulk, grains surrounding by 

dendrite structures are observed. The grains, as identified by EDX, are most likely Sn grains. 

The dendrite structure consisting of small particles has an accumulation of Ag signals, 

compared to other region.  

Cu6Sn5 is a well-known compound at SAC solder-Cu interface, for one time reflowed 

joint[20]. As for the SnAgCu ternary alloy, the typical microstructure has three parts: 

primary-Sn grains, eutectic structure particles and intermetallic compound (IMC)[68]. This 

suggests that the commercial solder joint demonstrates a representative SAC solder 

microstructure. 

 

Figure 2.16 Optical image of a commercial solder joint cross-section 

 

 

Figure 2.17 SEM image of commercial solder joint cross-section. (a) At the interface. (b) In 

the solder bulk 
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Location Composition (At%) Possible phase 

Sn Cu Ag 

1 94.9 2.4 2.6 Sn 

2 42.1 57.7 0 Cu6Sn5 

3 4.1 95.9 0 Cu 

4 47.3 52.4 0.2 Cu6Sn5 

5 70.5 6.6 22.8 Ag3Sn,Sn,Cu6Sn5, 

Table 2.1 EDX result of commercial solder joint  

With the data of typical solder-Cu interface microstructure, let us examine our multiple 

reflowed solder-Cu interfaces. Both Fe-SAC and SAC solder balls were bonded on OSP 

coated Cu pad in the reflow oven. The heating profile in thereflow oven is illustrated in 

Figure 2.23. Rosin based flux was applied on Cu prior to reflow, for the purpose of removing 

the oxide from both solder and Cu surface. For each type of solder – Cu joint, 4 different 

numbers of reflow are conducted, which are 1, 3, 6, 10. In the manufacturing packaging 

process, multiple reflows are often required in order to achieve 3D IC assembly. 

Consequently, on the basis of Cu6Sn5 IMC, the Cu-molten Sn reaction continued in the 

subsequent reflows. During the first reflow, Cu dissolves in molten solder and reacts with Sn, 

forming Cu6Sn5 at the interface. The formation of this IMC layer between the solder and Cu is 

very important to the reliability of the electronic packaging. Nonetheless, because of the 

brittle nature of Cu-Sn compound, the excessive growth of this IMC can degrade the physical 

and mechanical properties of the solder joints[17]. Therefore, observation and analysis of the 

IMC morphologies is important.   

Pristine solder balls 

Composition  

Before any solder joint study is conducted, we need to have knowledge of the pristine solder 

ball materials as references to solder joint study. First of all, the compositions of both solder 
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ball types, SAC305 and Fe-SAC, are characterized to investigate the elemental and phase 

information. 

Two types of solder balls (Accurus) with 250um in diameter are studies in this project, in 

which, the standard SAC305 is used as a reference. The composition information is shown in 

Table 2.2. Fe is present unambiguously.  

Solder ball  Fe(wt%) Sn(wt%) Ag(wt%) Cu(wt%) 

SAC305 0.0011 96.4839 2.9807 0.4971 

Fe-SAC 0.0452 96.5326 2.9211 0.4816 

Table 2.2 Composition details of solder balls, provided by Accurus, and measured by ICP-

AES (Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy)  Other impurities are not 

shown in this table. 

XRD 

XRD result of 250um solder balls is shown in Figure 2.18. Only Sn and Ag3Sn peaks are 

found in both SAC305 and Fe-SAC solder ball XRD patterns. The absence of peaks of Cu 

and Fe related phases is due to the very low percentage of Cu and Fe, which cannot be 

detected by XRD. In the XRD spectra of both SAC305 and Fe-SAC balls, Sn (200) peak is 

the predominant peak among all peaks. 500ppm Fe does not change the types of peaks, as all 

peaks shown in SAC305 solder ball spectrum are also found in Fe-SAC spectrum. However, 

with Fe addition, the Sn peak relative intensities varies, such as Sn (200), (211),and (312) 

peaks. 
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Figure 2.18. XRD pattern of pristine balls 

Thermal behaviour 

DSC measurements were carried out to investigate the melting and solidifying behaviour of 

pristine solder balls. Heat flow curves were obtained as shown in Figure 2.19, and the detailed 

results obtained are presented in Table 2.3. During heating, each solder ball has one 

endothermic peak in the DSC curve. The melting temperatures were determined from the 

onset values of the endothermic peaks. Melting events of both samples occurred at around 

217°C. This melting temperature is same as that for pristine SAC305 powder reported in 

section 2.2.  In addition, the two peaks resemble each other in shape. It seems that during 

heating, there is no much change of melting behaviour when Fe is added. But when we 

integrated the heat over the endothermic peaks, Fe-SAC solder balls shows less total heat 

absorbed than SAC305 solder balls.  
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Figure 2.19 DSC curves of melting behaviours of two types of pristine balls 

DSC 

Data 

Melting(10°C/min) 

Onset(°C) Peak(°C) Integral 

heat(mJ/g) 

SAC305 217.4 221.2 1362.3 

Fe-SAC 217.6 221.2 1151.7 

Table 2.3 DSC measurement results 

BGA substrate 

The BGA substrate is supplied by ASE with land pattern of Non-solder Mask Defined 

(NSMD). The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.20. NSMD pads are metal defined 

pads that have a solder mask clearance around the pad. The solder mask opening is larger than 

the metal pad. The Cu pad has diameter of 181µm, with OSP coating. The pitch (distance 

between adjacent pad centres) is around 403µm. 
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Figure 2.20   NSMD PCB land pad design. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Optical image 

 

A Talystep measurement is carried out on NSMD substrate (Figure 2.21). The result shows 

that the height difference between solder mask and Cu pad is around 21µm.  

 

Figure 2.21 Talystep profile of NSMD BGA Pad across mask and Cu pad. A clearance area is 

in between. 

Flux 

The flux used during reflow process is 425-01 REWORK FLUX from Henkel. This flux 

leaves clear and visible residues after reflow, but no cleaning are required. The non-corrosive 

residue does not affecting the function of solder bond. It provides a thermal pathway from the 

heat source to the workpiece, ensuring that it is evenly heated. The viscous fluid protects 

metal surfaces from rapid oxidation at soldering temperature and, finally, they break down 

surface contaminants to allow solder spread. 

a 
b 
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2.4.2. Experimentations of Solder/Cu interface study 

Reflow process 

Oven used is BM-W430/630 Lead-free Bench Top Reflow Oven supplied by Dektec (Figure 

2.22). Sample is put on the running conveyor, passing through six heating zones.  

 

Figure 2.22 Reflow oven picture[69] 

The reflow process followed the standard reflow profile as shown in Figure 2.19. The peak 

temperature is 235°C, and the total time above the melting point of solder is around 60 

seconds.  

 

Figure 2.23 Temperature profile of solder reflow process 

235°C 

T(
°C

) 
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In multiple-reflow study, samples go through 1, 3, 6, 10 times in the same temperature cycles, 

respectively, which correspond to 1, 3, 6, 10 minutes of molten solder – Cu pad interaction 

times. 

Aging process 

The aging experiments are conducted with BINDER HTS chamber. It is a high temperature 

storage test chamber with controlled temperature for environmental testing of samples. After 

initial reflow, the SAC305/Cu joints and Fe-SAC/Cu joints were sent to the oven for 175°C 

aging process for time duration up to 16 days. 

Sample molding and polishing 

All reflowed and aged samples with different conditions are molded and polished for further 

characterization. Molding is aimed for convenience in cross-section polishing, as the sample 

is very thin, and difficult to conduct polishing on it. Epoxy is used as the molding material 

(Figure 2.24).  Sample is positioned standing on its side, in order to polish and reveal the 

solder joint cross-section. 

 

Figure 2.24 Epoxy molded sample 

400, 600, 800, and 1200 grit SiC sandpaper are used for grinding before delicate polishing. 

The relation between grit number and actual particle size is shown in Table 2.4.  
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Grit SiC Particle size(µm) 

400 23 

600 16 

800 12.6 

1200 6.5 

Table 2.4 Sandpaper grit scales 

After grinding with 1200 grit sandpaper, 3µm and 1µm diamond compound suspension and 

0.3µm, 0.04µm alumina suspensions are used for fine polishing. 

IMC measurement metrology 

IMC measurement with ImageJ 

The image processing software used in the IMC measurement in this project is ImageJ(Figure 

2.25), developed by National Institutes of Health, US.  

 
Figure 2.25 Interface of ImageJ 

In order to compare two thicknesses determination approaches, we chose different functions. 

In either determination method, the scale calibration is the first step. With a scale bar 

embedded in the image, the unit can be converted from pixel to um.  The “area/length” 

approach is to use Polygon selections function, in which the user needs to click along 

boundaries of a section of IMC, such that the total area of IMC is enclosed within the selected 

polygons. The area of the enclosed IMC area with unit of um
2
 will be provided by the 

software. Hence the mean IMC thickness across certain length of IMC can be calculated with 

equation in Table 2.5. Another approach, as mentioned in chapter 1, is to measure the IMC 

thickness at different locations, and then calculate the mean value. As listed in Table 2.5, in 

order to ensure the distance between each measurement is constant, the grid function is firstly 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institutes_of_Health
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applied. The grid lines with fixed spacing (2.8um) are masked on the images. With the help of 

the grid lines, the IMC thickness at different locations is measured using Line function. 

Approach Function Image Equation 

Area/length Polygon 

function(area) 

 

IMC thickness = 
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑀𝐶 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
 

 

Average of 

thickness at 

different 

locations 

Grid function 

Line function 

(length) 

 

IMC thickness = 
1

𝑛
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑛
𝑖 . 

ℎ𝑖 is the IMC thickness at 

different location 

n is the number of IMC thickness 

measured 

Table 2.5. Two IMC measurement methods used in IMC metrology investigation with ImageJ. 

To study the measurement extensively, multiple reflowed Fe-SAC/Cu solder joints are used. 4 

samples with 1, 3, 6, 10 times of reflow are polished and imaged with optical microscope. 

Each sample has 7 solder/Cu joints (Figure 2.26).The data were described by the mean 

thickness and the error bar based upon standard deviation from the 7- joint measurements. 

 

Figure 2.26. Seven Fe-SAC/Cu solder joints on one sample (one time reflowed) 

 Imaging methods comparison 

The sample used for the imaging method comparison study is one time reflowed SAC305/Cu 

joint sample. Reflected optical microscope imaging was conducted in physics department in 

NUS. Sample was sent out for SEM imaging to Quasi-s. Both BSE and SE imaging modes 

were done with 15keV accelerating voltage. Polygon function was used for IMC 

measurement. 
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Measuring length 

The previous measuring length methodology is based on only one section of IMC, for each 

data point. The following measuring length discussion, instead, is based on 7 sections of IMC. 

Each section of IMC is located at the center part of one of 7 solder/Cu joint interfaces. The 

sample used is one-time reflowed SAC305/Cu with 7 solder joints on it. Optical images, 

polygon method were chosen for IMC measurement. The measuring lengths studied were 30, 

50, 80, 120, 150um. 

Ball shear test 

The ball shear tester we used for this project is Dage5000 in Institute of Technical Education 

(ITE). The shear force range is from 0 to 250 gram. The shear speed and shear height (shear 

tool standoff) is 30um/s, 10um respectively. 

 

Figure 2.27. Ball shear tester used in this study 
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Chapter 3 Fe Impact on Fe-SAC Solder/Cu Interface 

In this chapter, the impacts of 500ppm Fe on solder/Cu interface are examined. Interfacial 

IMC measurement is important to a reliable study. We firstly present our metrology and 

methodology to measure the IMC thickness. SE (secondary electron), BSE (backscattered 

electron) and OM (optical microscopy) imaging methods are compared, and measuring 

functions in ImageJ software are explored, plus measuring the length effect is investigated. 

Subsequently, the result of Fe effects on interfacial IMC morphologies is presented. The 

SAC305 solder/Cu interface is used as a reference.  

3.1. Intermetallic Compound Measurement Metrology   

3.1.1. IMC measurement with ImageJ 

Figure 3.1 plots IMC thickness curves with increasing number of times of reflow, measured 

by polygon function and line function. The samples used are Fe-SAC/Cu solder joint samples. 

The soldering conditions are 235°C and 60 seconds.  The two curves show very similar shape 

and error bars. The thickness of IMC increases with increasing number of reflows, as longer 

solid-liquid reaction time is applied. The relation between IMC growth and number of reflow 

will be discussed in later section. In Figure 3.1, other than 3 times and 6 times of reflow 

samples, which had 1-2% difference between two data points, 1 time and 10 times of reflow 

samples had a perfect match(same value). Therefore we can conclude that the IMC 

measurement with polygon function and line functions have a similar outcome. 
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Figure 3.1. Plot comparing IMC measurement results from Polygon method and Line 

method[70]. The IMC image used is taken by optical microscopy. 

3.1.2. Imaging methods comparison 

SE, BSE and OM images of solder joint and interface are shown in Figure 3.2. BSE and 

optical images had better resolution than the SE image, comparing contrast and the clearance 

of IMC boundaries and solder microstructures. The image quality problem in the SE image 

may be caused by Pt coating on the cross-section surface. The epoxy molded sample needs to 

be coated with conducting material, such that the charging effect can be eliminated in SEM 

imaging. Since the energy of secondary electrons generated in the sample is lower compared 

to backscattered electrons and therefore less travel range in the sample material. As a result, 

only secondary electron within around 1um deep under the surface can escape from the 

sample surface and be detected. A layer of Pt coating makes the sampling depth in SE even 

shallower, which is around tens of nm. SEM is conducted with 15-20kV voltage, and the SE 

escape depth is around 10-100nm Hence the coating may affect the SE imaging, whereas BSE 

escape depth is around twice of SE.The amount of secondary electrons that reach the detector 

might not be enough to generate a clear image. The same reason applies when we compare 

the solder bulk microstructure part in BSE and OM. In OM, Sn grains and networking 

structure formed by Ag3Sn particles can be easily observed. In BSE image the microstructure 
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can be observed as well, but not as clear as in the OM image.  The OM images were taken 

without any surface treatment after polishing, while BSE requires a Pt coating to avoid the 

charging effect.  

 

Figure 3.2. Cross-section images of 10 times reflowed Fe-SAC/Cu joint by (a) secondary 

electron in SEM; (b) Backscattered electron in SEM; (c) Optical microscope. 

To compare BSE and OM imaging of IMC at the solder/Cu interface, zoom-in images are 

shown in Figure 3.3. In both images, two types of IMCs are present. The Cu3Sn layer formed 

between the Cu6Sn5 and Cu substrate is due to 10 times reflow (Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 are defined 

with EDX results, and compared with literature).  

A well defined IMC boundary is of great help in manual IMC measurement. The BSE image 

provides better definition of the solder/ Cu6Sn5, Cu6Sn5/Cu3Sn and Cu3Sn/Cu boundaries. For 

the thin layer like Cu3Sn, the clearness of boundaries is even more important, as a slight 

deviation may cause a large percentage error. Resolution limit of optical microscopes is due 

to light diffraction; roughly optical resolution can be estimated as light wavelength, usually 

around 500nm.  In SEM, electrons are accelerated into a high energy beam; the wavelength 

thus created is far shorter than white light. For example, for an electron beam produced from 

a 20 kV gun, the wavelength is only 1240.7/20,000 (eV) = 0.06 nm = 0.6 Å. Therefore the 

BSE resolution is 3 orders better than OM. Even though in a real situation the imaging cannot 
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obtain the best theoretical value, in general, BSE should have much better resolution than OM. 

In addition, since BSE is able to sample deeper beneath the surface, it can avoid 

contamination or intermixing of solder, IMC and Cu caused by polishing. The discussion 

above suggests that when small features or thin layers like Cu3Sn are measured, BSE imaging 

is the better choice. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. × 5k magnified images of the same section of IMC by (a) BSE; (b) OM.  

The 4 measuring lengths were employed, which are 30, 50, 80, 120um respectively. The 

measured region for different imaging method was the same (Figure 3.4).  

 

Figure 3.4. Measured IMC regions for various measuring length. Images on the left are from 

OM, and images on the right are from BSE. 30μm, 50μm, 80μm and 100μm are measuring 

lengths of the images, as well as the image lengths 
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To study the error from manual measurement, for each data point coming from a combination 

of one imaging mode and one measuring length, the measurement was repeated 5 times.  

Table 3.1 shows the IMC measurement results from optical imaging and BSE imaging. The 

error bar at each data point is the standard deviation from 5 repeated measurements, the error 

bar in the result is the standard deviation of these 5 measurements. representing the precision 

of manual measurement. IMC measured thickness with optical images around 9% larger than 

the thickness obtained via BSE images.  

Measuring Length (μm) Optical (μm) BSE (μm) Discrepancy 

30 8.8 8.0 9.5% 

50 8.3 7.5 9.1% 

80 8.3 7.7 7.8% 

120 8.4 7.6 9.6% 

Table 3.1. Total IMC thickness results from OM and BSE. 

From the result and discussion above, we can summarize the advantages and disadvantages of 

OM and BSE respectively. BSE provides better resolution, which is important when thin IMC, 

or small featured are measured. However, it requires pre-treatment of the sample surface, and 

the imaging process takes longer time (10min/sample v.s. 2min/sample). In contrast, OM is 

convenient and fast, which is suitable for high throughput imaging without damage. But the 

image resolution is not as good as BSE images. Lastly, the discrepancy in IMC thickness 

result measured with OM and BSE is relatively constant, which may be caused by lower 

image resolution of OM, and hence the IMC boundaries are wider.  

3.1.3. Measuring length study (sampling length of data) 

The most noticeable feature in Figure 3.5 is the large error bars at the 30 and 50um measuring 

length data points. The error decreases when the measuring length is 80μm, and varies little in 

the 120 and 150um measuring lengths. The explanation of the large error bars is that, because 
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of the undulating and irregular shape of the IMC, when the sampled section is small, it is very 

likely to select only a thin region or thick region selected , so there are more variations. When 

increasing the measuring length, then sampled section covers both thin and thick IMC regions, 

and the mean thickness of one joint varies less compared to other joints. Hence the error bar, 

or standard deviation, shrinks. 

The shape of the curve also indicates that the variation among averaged values at different 

measuring lengths is within the smallest error bar. The variation between 80, 120 and 150 µm 

is within 0.3µm, and becomes stabilized.  

 

Figure 3.5. IMC thickness measurement result versus measuring length. 

Measuring length Average thickness Standard deviation 

30μm 7.0 2.1 

50μm 6.3 1.6 

80μm 6.6 0.9 

120μm 6.3 1.0 

150μm 6.4 0.8 

Table 3.2. IMC thickness measurement result versus measuring length 

To conclude, a BSE image provides better resolution, meaning more accurate and precise 

IMC measurement. The measurement applying ImageJ software can be carried out with either 

polygon function or line function, as the results match well. When the measuring length is 
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above 50um, the human error in the IMC measurement is negligible. In order to get a reliable 

IMC thickness result, the measuring length should exceed 80um. 

Application of our IMC measurement metrology is also conducted with reported data, as 

shown in Figure 3.6. The polygon method and 80um measuring length are employed. In 

Figure 3.6(a) and (b), our metrology gives higher IMC thickness, while in Figure 3.6(c), the 

IMC thickness obtained with our measurement is slight lower. The specific IMC 

measurement methods are not clearly stated in most papers providing IMC thickness data. 

Therefore, a standardized IMC measurement metrology is required in the solder joint 

interface study. Our sampling method and metrology developed is able to capture the IMC 

thickness measurement. 

 

Figure 3.6. Three BSE images from published paper, with IMC thickness reported. The tables 

below show the IMC thickness measured with our metrology, in comparison with the reported 

data [71] 

 

3.1.4. Comparison with IMC measurement 

Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering (CALCE) in University of Maryland also 

measure our solder joint samples. The samples they measured are 16 days aged SAC and Fe-

SAC/Cu solder joints, Samples used in our measurement were sent to CALCE for IMC 

measurements 
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 imaging length(µm) method 

UMD SEM 120 area/length 

NUS Optical 80 

Table 3.3 Comparison of measuring methods of UMD and NUS 

The IMC thickness measuring method for both UMD and NUS’s results are area/length. For 

the imaging method, UMD uses SEM, which is more precise, as shown in our discussion. 

And they also use 120um measuring length for the IMC thickness measurement, while our 

measurement was conducted with 80um. But from our measuring length study, 80um and 

120um give very close average IMC thickness result. 

Fe-SAC ball 1 ball 2 ball 3 ball 4 ball 5 ball 6 ball 7 

UMD 8.9 9.9 9.5 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.7 

NUS 9.3 9.5 9.9 9.0 9.6 9.3 9.7 

 (NUS-UMD)/NUS 4.4% -4.2% 4.2% -3.1% 2.7% -0.8% -0.2% 

 

SAC ball 1 ball 2 ball 3 ball 4 ball 5 ball 6 ball 7 

UMD 8.5 9.5 9.3 8.6 8.6 11.2 9.4 

NUS 8.8 9.7 9.2 9.0 8.5 12.0 9.3 

(NUS-UMD)/NUS 2.8% 1.7% -1.9% 4.2% -1.2% 6.7% -1.1% 

Table 3.4 Comparison of IMC thickness measurement results from UMD and NUS 

In general, the IMC thickness results from UMD and NUS are similar. The discrepancies are 

within ±7%. In our optical vs BSE studies, the IMC thickness measured with optical image is 

always larger than that with BSE image. A possible explanation is that, our comparison was 

done on as-reflowed sample, in which the IMC thickness is relatively thin. But for UMD vs 

NUS comparison, the samples used are 16days aged sample, in which the IMC is much 

thicker. Therefore, in the optical image, the error due to the unclear interface is relatively 

small, when compared to the total IMC thickness.  
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3.2. SAC/Cu interface study 

3.2.1. Multiple reflow study 

Morphologies: cross-section   

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show cross-sections of the 1 and 10 times reflowed SAC/Cu solder 

joints. The microstructures of two joints are similar. Finger-like or scallop-like IMCs are 

observed in between solder ball and Cu substrate. As reviewed in Chapter 1, the solder bulk 

microstructure consists of primary Sn grains, and inter-grain regions consisting of Ag3Sn 

particles dispersed within Sn-rich matrix. The IMC microstructure does not only appear at the 

solder/Cu interfacial region, but is also present in the solder bulk. The majority of IMC is 

Cu6Sn5, which is confirmed by EDX data and is consistent with literature. 

Comparing Figure 3.7(b) and Figure 3.8(b), the difference in interfacial IMCs upon multiple 

reflow can be observed. The 10 times-reflowed IMCs are much thicker than that of the 1 

time-reflowed sample. The morphologies of the IMC changes too. In the 1 time-reflowed 

sample, the Cu6Sn5 IMCs looks like thin spikes or fingers. In contrast, in the 10 times 

reflowed sample, the IMC shows more rounded shape at the solder/IMC boundaries. In 

addition, in the 10 times reflowed sample, a new layer of IMC is present between initial 

Cu6Sn5 layer and Cu substrate, which can be observed due to color contrast. This layer of 

IMC is commonly observed and identified as Cu3Sn. 

As for the solder bulk microstructure, the effect of multiple reflow is not distinct. The Sn 

grains do not show a distinguishable change with multiple reflow. And in both samples, IMCs 

embedded in solder bulks can be found.  
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Figure 3.7.  Optical image of 1 time reflowed SAC/Cu joint cross-section. (a) 100× 

magnification. (b) 500×magnification 

  

Figure 3.8. Optical image of 10 times reflowed SAC/Cu joint cross-section. (a) 100× 

magnification. (b) 500×magnification 

 

Reflowed solder balls without Cu substrate 

Cu6Sn5 formed at the solder/Cu interface is commonly observed in various solder joint 

literature. However, few studies discuss the Cu6Sn5 in the solder bulk. The embedded Cu6Sn5 

may come from detachment from interfacial IMCs, or the interaction of Cu and Sn in 

SAC305 solders. Therefore, pristine SAC balls underwent the same reflow process (235°C for 

60sec) for the interest of the microstructure of solder balls formed in reflow process without 

the Cu substrate. The solder balls were reflowed for 1 and 10 times. After the reflow process, 

the balls are polished to expose the microstructures. In Figure 3.9, optical images of reflowed 

a b 

a b 

Cu
3
Sn 
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solder cross-sections are shown. Compared with Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, no similar features 

as embedded Cu6Sn5 are found in both 1 time reflowed and 10 times reflowed solder balls. As 

a result, we can conclude that the Cu6Sn5 compounds in solder bulk come from interfacial 

IMC Cu6Sn5.  

     

Figure 3.9. Optical images of reflowed SAC305 solder balls (without Cu substrate). (a) 1 

time-reflowed solder ball cross-section. (b) 10 times reflowed solder ball cross-section. 

 

Interfacial IMC growth 

The IMC thickness as a function of the number of reflow is shown in Figure 3.10. Each data 

point is obtained from 7 solder joint IMC measurement. With longer reflow time, the IMC 

thickness is expected to become thicker, as more Cu dissolves into solder and reacts with Sn. 

Hence, we expect an increasing IMC thickness as the number of reflows increases. We 

observed an increase in IMC thickness of around 1.5um, from 1 time reflowed IMC data to 10 

times reflowed IMC data. However, the one-time reflowed data point has higher value than 3 

and 6 times reflowed IMC thickness. Moreover, the error bar of the one-time reflowed IMC 

thickness is extremely large, even larger than the variation of data points from 1 to 10 

numbers of reflows. The large error bar at one time reflowed can probably attribute to 

sampling size and sample preparation conditions. 7 joints may not be enough to get 

representative and accurate results. And evenness of the heating in a convection reflow oven 

(b) R10 SAC 

 

(a) R1 SAC 
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is unknown. Since IMC growth is temperature dependent, uneven heating temperature can 

cause a difference in IMC thickness. In multiple reflow (3, 6, 10 times) cases, turning and 

relocating of sample position in the oven may relief the heating unevenness. Therefore, the 

error bars are narrower in 3, 6, and 10 times reflowed samples. 

 

Figure 3.10 Interfacial IMC thickness of multiple reflowed SAC/Cu joint samples 

The IMC thickness after initial reflow is around 7µm, which exceeds the expected value. In 

general, IMC formed in the SAC/Cu interface after initial reflow is 1-5 µm in thickness [20, 

72]. Also in our industrial sample, the as-reflowed IMC thickness is around 3um. Figure 3.11 

compares the IMC thickness in multiple reflows obtained in this study with previous works. 

The SAC solders have Ag content, which varies from 2.5 to 3.8wt%, and Cu content, which 

varies from 0.5 to 0.8 wt%. The growth trend or gradient is similar to results in the literature 

(Figure 3.11), while the absolute values are higher. One possible factor that enhances IMC 

growth is the OSP coating in the solder. Compared to bare copper pad and other surface 

finishes, Cu pad with OSP finish also has a thicker IMC when reacting with the solder 

material [72, 73]. Another factor may be the flux. Flux, as discussed in chapter 1, can help to 

remove oxides on the Cu substrate and solder surface. Also, flux dissolves both Cu and solder 

at the initial stage, promoting Cu-Sn interaction [34]. However, other studies do not mention 
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about flux usage. If no flux is used, the IMC will be thinner. Reflow profile is known to affect 

the IMC thickness and morphologies as well [19]. The reflow time duration above solder 

melting point is crucial to IMC thickness. Since the detailed reflow profile has not been 

provided in previous studies, there is a possibility that our reflow duration is longer than 

others’. 

 

Figure 3.11. Comparison of IMC thickness in multiple reflow among results from this 

study(SAC305), Gain et al[48], Mao et al[73], and Wang et al[18]. 

 

IMC in solder: 

Figure 3.12 shows the area fraction of Cu6Sn5 IMC embedded in solder bulks. Fraction means 

the total area of embedded Cu6Sn5 divided by the total solder joint cross-section area. From 

the experiment done on pristine balls without Cu pad, we know that this IMC only appears 

when solder is bonded on the Cu pad. Yet the formation mechanism is not clear, since few 

studies were conducted on these IMCs in solder bulk. The distribution of these “embedded” 

or “floating” fingers should be 3D, but because we employed the cross-section for analysis, 

the sampling area is only one 2D plane of the 3D ball. The existence of the embedded IMC 

varies drastically from joint to joint, resulting in large error. 
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Other than the one time reflowed data point, which may had systematic error, as explained 

previously the 3, 6, and 10 times reflowed data points have averaged values with few 

variation. This may suggest that once formed, the IMC embedded in solder bulk does not 

change upon increasing reflow times.  

 

Figure 3.12 Area fraction of Cu6Sn5 embedded in SAC solder. 

In the reflow process of SAC305/Cu study, the IMC thickness increases with increasing 

number of reflows; Also, IMC are observed in solder bulk region away from Cu/solder 

interface. And these IMC comes from the interface, as the pristine balls do not show IMC. 

3.2.2. Aging study 

175°C 

Aging study is to simulate and expedite the IMC growth in real life application and storagy. 

175°C is chosen to maximize the growth speed without damaging the plastic substrate 

Morphologies: cross-section.  

Figure 3.13 shows optical images of aged SAC305/Cu solder joint cross-section. A slight 

increase in total IMC thickness is noted. Apart from thickening, compared to reflowed IMC in 

Figure 3.8, the aged interfacial IMC is less undulated, as no recognizable finger, or scallop 

shape is observed. And with longer aging days, comparing 1 day to 16 days aged interfacial 
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IMC, the solder/Cu6Sn5 boundaries flatten out. In addition, Cu3Sn layer is seen in all aged 

samples, which is more uniform in its thickness and more planar. It is noted that Cu3Sn 

thickens with aging time duration.  

     

 

Figure 3.13. Optical images of 175°C aged SAC/Cu solder joint cross-sections. (a) & (c) 1 

day aged SAC305/Cu joint. (b) & (d) 16 days aged SAC305/Cu joint 

 

Interfacial IMC: 

Figure 3.14 shows the changes of the total IMC thickness with isothermal aging temperature 

of 175°C. It is obvious that the thickness of IMC increased with increasing aging time, in 

general. In Figure 3.14, up to 16 days aged sample, the IMC thickness continuously increases 

with aging time, which is consistent with previous studies [32, 40, 74].  

(b)

) 

(a)

) 

(d)

) 

(c)
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Figure 3.14 Interfacial IMC thickness of SAC/Cu joint samples after 175°C aging 

 

Generally, the IMC growth during the service condition is governed by diffusion 

mechanism[40]. The IMC growth kinetics can be analyzed by curve fitting method. The 

thickness data are fitted with a power law equation with reaction time: 

                                                               𝐱 = 𝐱𝟎 + 𝐀𝐭𝐧                                                              Equation 3.1 

    Where x is the IMC thickness at time t, x0 is the as-reflowed IMC thickness, A is 

temperature dependent growth constant and n is the time exponent. Equation 3.1 can be 

transformed into: 

                                                         𝐥𝐧(𝐱 − 𝐱𝟎) = 𝐥𝐧𝐀 + 𝐧𝐥𝐧𝐭                                      Equation 3.2 

The time exponent can be obtained when we plot the IMC thickness versus time accordingly 

in Figure 3.15. Figure 3.15 is the log plot of Figure 3.14, has and shows a linearly increasing 

relation between IMC thickness and time. The n valued obtained is 0.31. 

The growth of IMC requires the diffusion of Cu and Sn in the formed IMC[13]. Each n 

valued indicates the different growth mechanism. If n=1, the IMC growth is controlled by the 

rate reaction. If n=0.5, the growth is controlled by bulk diffusion of reaction elements. If 

n=1/3, the IMC grain boundary diffusion is predominant[32]. In our case, the value obtained 
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in plot of Figure 3.15 is 0.61, indicating the IMC growth is more possibly controlled by bulk 

diffusion, but there is other factor promoting the IMC growth. 

 

Figure 3.15 Log plot of the growth kinetics of IMC thickness at SAC305/Cu interface during 

175°C isothermal aging for 2,4,8 days data. 

 

Comparison of the result at 175°C with (see as shown in Figure 3.16). The time exponents 

obtained from curve-fitting method with Figure 3.2 are also given. The IMC thickness in 

175°C aging process from this study has higher values than literature. However, as for the 

growth rate evaluated with n value, is slightly higher than literature values.  
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Figure 3.16. . Comparison of IMC thickness in 175°C aging process among results from this 

study(SAC305), Isabel et al[59] and Xiao et al[40]. All studies are with SAC305/Cu solder 

joint. The n values inserted are the time exponents for obtained from curve-fitting method 

with power law equation. 

 

3.3. Fe-SAC/Cu interface study 

This section describes the 500ppm Fe incorporated solder/Cu interface investigations. 

500ppm-SAC305 solder balls are used in this investigation. 

3.3.1. Multiple reflow study 

Morphologies: cross-section. 

Figure 3.17 shows optical images of SAC305/Cu and Fe-SAC/Cu solder joints, reflowed for 1 

and 10 times. Both one time reflowed SAC/Cu and Fe-SAC/Cu samples have irregular and 

undulated interfacial IMC morphologies, and only one type of IMC (Cu6Sn5) is noted at the 

interface. For 10 times reflowed samples, a very thin layer of Cu3Sn is also visible. General 

impression of optical images in Figure 3.17 suggests that Fe addition into solder does not 

change the solder joint texture and IMC thickness in an obvious way.  
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Figure 3.17. Optical images of multiple reflowed SAC and Fe-SAC/Cu solder joint cross-

sections. 

 

Interfacial IMC: 

Figure 3.18a shows both Fe-SAC and SAC solder/Cu joint IMC thickness evolutions with 

number of reflows. The similarity between two plots is that, the IMC thickness reduces from 

initial reflow to 3 times reflow, and continuously rises from 3 times reflow to 10 times reflow. 

For 1, 3, 6 times of reflow, the interface IMC thickness in SAC solder/Cu joint is higher. It is 

expected that during soldering, there are three consecutive stages: the dissolution of Cu into 

molten solder, chemical reaction and solidification [13]. The rate of Cu dissolution into solder 

is fast at the early stage of soldering. The solid IMC starts to form when the molten solder that 

is adjacent to Cu is saturated with Cu concentration.  As a result, the IMC growth may be 

(a) R1 SAC (b) R1 Fe-SAC 

(c) R10 SAC (d) R10 Fe-SAC 
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affected by Cu saturation concentration in solder, and its rate of dissolution. Hence, from the 

IMC thickness result of initial reflow, we can infer that Fe has an impact on either Cu 

solubility in solder, or Cu dissolution in solder, or both. When IMC layer formed, the 

consequent Cu-Sn reaction can occur at two interfaces: solder/IMC interface and IMC/Cu 

interface. The reactions at both interfaces require reaction species supply from diffusion in 

IMC. Thus, the faster growth in Fe-SAC may be attributed to Fe effect on inter-diffusion rate 

in IMC. 

 

Figure 3.18 Interfacial total IMC thickness of multiple reflowed samples 

Wang et al[18] also studies Fe addition effect on SAC solder. The Fe level is 300ppm, which 

is close to Fe-SAC solder in our study. The SAC composition (Sn2.5Ag0.8Cu) is slightly 

different from our SAC (Sn3Ag0.5Cu).Only Cu6Sn5 was found in interfacial IMC, while in 

our studies, very thin Cu3Sn can be observed in 6 and 10 times reflowed samples in optical 

images.  Wang’s study[18] shows that, with 300ppm Fe, the IMC thickness is drastically 

enhanced. In 10 times reflowed samples, Fe incorporated solder has 4 times thicker IMC than 

pure SAC sample. On the contrary, our results indicate that Fe addition slightly suppress the 

IMC growth, or not affect it.  
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IMC in solder: 

In Figure 3.19, we have shown the area fraction of Cu6Sn5 IMC in solder bulks, which is 

calculated by dividing total observable IMC area by the cross-section area. Less IMC is found 

in Fe-SAC solder bulks, especially in 1 time reflowed joints 

 

Figure 3.19 Area fraction of Cu6Sn5 embedded in SAC bulk solder 

Figure 3.20 shows the IMC compound distribution in SAC/Cu and Fe-SAC/Cu joints. It can 

be observed that comparing SAC and Fe-SAC solder joint, the percentage of “floating” IMC 

embedded in solder bulk is higher in SAC joints. 

 

Figure 3.20. The distribution of IMC at the interface and floating in solder bulk of (a) 

SAC305/Cu joint; (b) Fe-SAC/Cu joint 

 

a b

. 
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 3.3.2. Aging study 

Morphologies: cross-section.  

175°C aged solder joint cross-sections are shown in Figure 3.21. 16 day aged samples of 

SAC/Cu and Fe-SAC/Cu are selected, as the most significant effect of aging can be easily 

seen. Other than flattening boundaries of IMC at the interface for both samples, Cu3Sn IMC 

layer is distinguishable. The thickness of Cu3Sn in Fe-SAC/Cu interface is much thicker than 

SAC/Cu interface, while the total IMC thickness does not change much upon Fe addition. 

   

     

Figure 3.21. 16 days aged SAC and Fe-SAC/Cu joint cross-sections 

 

 

(a) 16d SAC (b) 16d Fe-SAC 

Cu6Sn5 

Cu3Sn 
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Interfacial IMC: 

Figure 3.22 shows the changes of the total IMC layer thickness as a function of aging time. 

The differences in the IMC layers thickness between solders were insignificant. The 500 ppm 

Fe addition slightly increase the time exponent from 0.61(SAC305) to 0.65 of the total IMC 

growth. 

  

Figure 3.22 Interfacial IMC thickness of 175°C aged samples. 

We also compare Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn thickness separately for 4 to 16 days aged SAC and Fe-

SAC samples (Figure 3.23). The Cu3Sn layer forms between Cu6Sn5 and Cu is thicker in Fe-

SAC. Cu6Sn5 growth in aging seems to be suppressed by Fe addition, as shown in Figure 

3.23(a). In Fe-SAC, the Cu6Sn5 thickness is amlost constant with aging days.  This result is 

contradictory with Wang’s study[18], in which 300ppm Fe enhances Cu6Sn5 growth and 

suppress Cu3Sn growth in 160°C aging. In Wang’s paper, Fe addition suppress the Cu3Sn 

thickness by around 2 µm, comparing SAC solder joint, while the Cu6Sn5 thickness in Fe-

SAC solder joint is 6 µm higher.   

n(SAC)=0.61 

n(Fe-SAC)=0.65 
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Figure 3.23  Plots of Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn thickness of SAC and Fe-SAC in 175°C aging from 4 

to 16 days 

To explain the reason why Fe enhances the Cu3Sn growth, we need to look into the reactions 

forming Cu3Sn. Cu3Sn is formed between Cu6Sn5 and Cu substrate (Figure 3.24). At the 

Cu5Sn6/Cu3Sn interface, Cu diffusing from Cu substrate reacts with Cu6Sn5 to form Cu3Sn, 

controlled by reaction 9Cu + Cu6Sn5 ↔ 5Cu3Sn. At the Cu/Cu3Sn interface, the interfacial 

reaction occurs between Cu substrate and Sn elements diffusing from solder as 3Cu + Sn ↔ 

Cu3Sn.  

In the first reaction, Fe may break the chemical bond between Cu atoms or that between Cu 

and Sn in Cu6Sn5 , and in the second reaction, Fe may act as a kind of catalyst in the process 

of chemical reaction between Sn and Cu, when Fe resides at the interface. Or Fe can also 

affect the diffusion rate of Sn or Cu across the IMC, when Fe stays in the IMCs. In addition, 

if Fe is found in solder bulk only, it may change the dissolution level of Cu in Sn, and hence 

change the diffusion rate. To further investigate the Fe effect, Fe distribution across the solder 

is required.  So far the SEM/EDX experiment cannot detect 500ppm Fe location due to 

detection limit. In the future studies, SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy), PIXE 

(Particle-induced X-ray Emission) or AES (Auger electron spectroscopy) can be attempted to 
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find out where the Fe precipitates, as their detection limit is below 100ppm All those 

techniques are conducted in ultra high vacuum chamger, leading to higher accuracy of 

impinging particles or lights, and dectected signals.  

 

Figure 3.24 Reactions in the IMC to form Cu3Sn 

Table 3.5 compares the impact of different minor element additions in SAC solder on the 

IMC thickness during aging. Li et al studied the 1wt% Al effect [75]. Al reacts with Cu, 

forming Al-Cu compound embedded in both solder and IMC. With Al addition, the thickness 

of both Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn during aging is reduced.  The author suggested that Al effect on 

IMC reduction could be due to, first, the AlCu layer in Cu-Sn IMC which acts as an effective 

barrier to further IMC growth, and second, Al may reduce the Sn activity when it is dissolved 

into solder. As our Fe-SAC melting study showed, FeSn2 is most likely to be observed, in the 

form of large particles. Different from the Al-SAC study[75], Fe does not react with Cu and 

also Fe does not dissolve substantially[13] into Cu-Sn IMCs either. Hence, the movement of 

Fe-Sn compound towards the interface is less likely. However, Fe may affect the activity of 

Sn more than Al, as Fe react with Sn, forming FeSn2 compound. And from our solder joint 

study, we already observed that 500ppm Fe helps to promote Cu3Sn growth, which requires 

less Sn and more Cu in the formation. Therefore, if we increase Fe level to 1wt%, the effect 

of Fe on the Sn activity and IMC growth may be more, as Fe-Sn interaction and reaction are 

feasible. And we can also detect the location of Fe easier, as the detection limit of EDX used 
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in this study is aroun 1wt% Both Zn and Co addition suppresses the IMCs growth, and both 

of them can dissolve into Cu6Sn5 forming (Cu, Zn)6Sn5 and (Cu, Co)6Sn5. The impact of Zn 

and Co on IMC growth is also similar. The authors [76,76] suggest that Zn and Co affect the 

diffusion of Cu or Sn element activity in IMCs, hence reduce the IMC growth rate. 

Addition & 

Concentration 

Isothermal aging 

condition 

Cu6Sn5 (compared to 

SAC) 

Cu3Sn(compared to 

SAC) 

0.05wt% Fe (this 

study) 
175°C up to 16 days ~2 µm / decrease  ~2 µm / increase 

1wt% Al [75] 170°C up to 86.5 

days 

~1 µm / decrease ~2 µm / decrease 

1wt% Zn [76] 185°C up to 42 days ~3 µm / decrease ~3 µm / decrease 

0.75wt% Co [77] 150°C up to 42 days ~3 µm / increase ~2 µm / decrease 

Table 3.5 Comparison of impact of different minor element additions in SAC solder on the 

IMC thickness during aging 

 

 

3.4. Ball shear test of reflowed solder joint 

In the ball shear test, shear speed and shear height are 30 µm /s and 10 µm respectively. Each 

set of ball shear test data consisted of a series of 21 individual measurements. Since the 

substrate is NSMD (non-solder mask defined) type, the solder mask is around 20 µm higher 

than Cu pad. Therefore, the sheared surface is around 30 µm away from the interface IMC. 

As we examined the sheared surface, most samples were sheared in the solder bulk, with > 80% 

area of solder exposed (Figure 3.25). Shear strength is immediately obtained from peak value 

of force-displacement curve, and shear energy is quantified by calculating the area below the 

shear curve (please refer to section 6.5). Shear energy is an alternative method to evaluate 

shear strength. 
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Figure 3.25 SEM image of sheared surface of sheared solder joint 

For both SAC and Fe-SAC solder joints, the shear strength increase with increasing numbers 

of reflow, as well as shear energy. While the comparison of strength plots does not tell 

significant difference, the shear energy plots show that Fe-SAC solder joint is stronger, as 

more energy is required to break the Fe-SAC solder bond. The shear energy of Fe-SAC joint 

has largest discrepancy versus SAC at 3 time reflow, and peaks at 6 times reflow. At 1 and 10 

times reflow points, two types of joints share almost the same energy value. When comparing 

the shear energy curves (Figure 3.26b) with solder IMC fraction curves in Figure 3.19, we can 

find that with less IMC embedded in the solder matrix, higher shear energy can be obtained. 

A possible reason could be that, IMC is more brittle, and has less fracture energy than ductile 

solder. Hence the IMC embedded in solder decrease the shear energy. Hence, the addition of 

Fe suppresses the amount of solder IMC, which enhances joint ball shear reliability. 

Shear direction 
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Figure 3.26 (a) Shear strength and (b) Shear energy of reflowed solder joints 

Few research papers discussed the relation between solder IMC and ball shear test 

performance. Most ball shear tests are conducted with smaller shear height and faster shear 

speed, in the interest of interfacial IMC impact on ball shear result. But we can still examine 

the solder IMC from the published solder joint cross-section, and then compare to the shear 

test result. Bui et al [78] investigate Ce addition in SAC solder joint. They found that with Ce 

addition, the shear mode is more ductile than brittle. And their reported SEM images of solder 

joint cross-section show that, with Ce addition, less solder IMCs are present. Similarly, 

Fallahi et al[62] discovered that with 0.6wt% Fe, or InCe minor alloying components, the 

shear strength of solder joint enhances almost twice, compared to pure SAC solder. Their 

(a) 

(b) 
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SEM cross-section images also show less solder IMC is found in Fe-SAC and InCe solder 

joint. Together with the result in our study, the solder IMC may be potential research 

direction to improve the solder joint reliability. Adding 500 ppm Fe into SAC305 solder helps 

to improve the performance of solder joint in ball shear test, with no more than 10 times of 

reflow. 

3.5. Summary 

From the IMC measurement metrology investigations, we found that BSE imaging is better in 

image definition and observation of small features. However, optical imaging is fast and 

convenient, and more suitable for high throughput. The difference of IMC thickness measured 

by BSE and OM is around 9%. IMC measurement is independent on the measuring length 

when the measuring length is more than 80 µm. 

As for the 500ppm Fe impacts on solder joint, from our observations, the IMC growth in Fe-

SAC/Cu and SAC/Cu during multiple reflow processes. During the aging process, Fe reduces 

the Cu6Sn5 growth and enhances the Cu3Sn thickness. The floating IMC in solder is also 

evaluated, and could have an effect on shear energy. From our observation, the less is IMC 

present in solder bulk, the stronger is the solder joint in ball shear test performance. 
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Chapter 4 Fe Incorporation by Furnace Melting Method 

In the previous chapter, we investigate the impact of 500ppm Fe on solder joint. However, 

due to the extremely low Fe content in solder, we could not determine Fe phase in solder. In 

this chapter, we intend to increase the Fe content in solder and hence explore the Fe phase in 

solder. This chapter describes the synthesis of Fe-incorporated SAC305 solder material by 

furnace melting method. The synthesized Fe-SAC solders are characterized using XRD, 

SEM/EDX, DSC and VSM to probe the crystal structure, composition, melting point and 

magnetic properties as Fe content wt% range from 0 to 20%. The Fe is observed mainly in 

form of FeSn2. 

4.1. Solder material composition & microstructure 

4.1.1. Microstructures: XRD 

After furnace melting at 450°C for 5 hours and cooling, the mechanically mixed and grinded 

powders formed solder bulk solid. These samples were grinded and polished by SiC 

sandpaper with a 1200-grit (6.5 µm SiC grain size) before XRD measurement. The XRD was 

carried out with scan range of 28-90°, step size 0.006° and to analyze the orientations of 

different phases. In the TC (Texture Coefficient) analysis, peaks of phases are separated, 

meaning that the TC is calculated only with same phase peaks. The equation using Harris 

method is given as 

                                           𝑻𝑪𝒊 =
𝑰𝒊(𝐡𝐤𝐥)

∑ 𝑰𝒊(𝐡𝐤𝐥
𝑵
𝒊=𝟏 )

Equation 4.1 Texture coefficient formula[79] 

 

Only orientations with higher TC are plotted. 

The XRD spectra intensity are originally count/second. For comparison, all the spectra are 

normalized to their own highest peak count (Ii/Imax) 
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 SAC before and after melting  

Only Sn and Ag3Sn peaks are observed in pristine balls. Cu-related peaks are absent because 

of low percentage of Cu. All the Sn and Ag3Sn peaks maintained after SAC powder melting, 

as shown in Figure 4.1. In each spectrum, the peaks are normalized with respect to the highest 

peak. The peaks are identified from PDF (powder diffraction file) cards: Sn, 03-065-0296; 

Ag3Sn, 01-074-9567. 

 

Figure 4.1 XRD spectra of pristine SAC powder and melted samples 

As shown in Figure 4.2, distribution of Sn orientations differs in powder and melted SAC305 

sample. The powder SAC shows more homogeneous dominance among (200), (101) and (211) 

orientations, and lower in (321). After melting, (211) appears as predominance among all 

orientations. The increase in Sn texture may be due to coarsening of Ag3Sn and Sn grains 

after long time cooling.  
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Figure 4.2. Texture coefficients of Sn in powder and melted SAC 

The grain size information is also obtained from the XRD measurement, as listed in Table 4.1. 

The grain size was calculated with FWHM using Scherrer equation: 

𝐷 = 
𝐾𝜆

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 

where D is the crystallite size, K = constant dependent on crystallite shape, λ  is x-ray 

wavelength, B is FWHM (full width at half max) or integral breadth, and 𝜃 is the Bragg 

Angle. Using Scherrer’s equation to calculate grain size is with assumptions that the peak 

broadening is purely due to grain size, and the material is stress free. 

The melting process has most significant impact on Ag3Sn grain size. Grains of both (020) 

and (211) orientations grow in size. To further investigate the grain size, SEM or TEM 

imaging methods are required. The sample surface needs careful polishing and sputtering to 

reveal the grain boundaries. 

Grain size SAC powder (nm) SAC melted (nm) 

Sn(200) 1395 1731 

Sn(211) 1219 922 

Ag3Sn(020) 280 404 

Ag3Sn(211) 521 1797 

Table 4.1. Grain size of Sn and Ag3Sn calculated from XRD result by Highscore 
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Fe-SAC powder mixtures 

Figure 4.3 displays the XRD spectra of mechanically milled mixture of Fe powder and SAC 

powder. The PDF cards used are: Sn, 03-065-0296; Ag3Sn, 01-074-9567; Fe 03-065-9094. A 

consistent increase in elemental Fe peak intensity can be observed from 5wt%Fe-SAC to 

20wt%Fe-SAC. 

 

Figure 4.3 XRD spectra of mechanically mixed and grinded Fe-SAC powders 

 

 

Melted Fe-SAC and SAC 

In addition to Sn and Ag3Sn peaks, FeSn2 peaks are found in melted Fe-SAC samples, with 

the disappearance of elemental Fe peaks (Figure 4.4). The PDF cards used are: Sn, 03-065-

0296; Ag3Sn, 01-074-9567; FeSn2, 03-065-0374. Sn and FeSn2 peaks vary largely with 

different Fe content. With increasing Fe content, Sn and Ag3Sn peaks decrease in number and 
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relative intensity, while FeSn2 increase. In 20wt% Fe-SAC, FeSn2 peaks are predominant. 

Ag3Sn peak become negligible in 20wt% Fe-SAC 

 

Figure 4.4 XRD spectra of melted Fe-SAC samples, in comparison with melted pure SAC 

powders(label peaks) 

The distributions of orientations of Sn and FeSn2 were also studied. Figure 4.5 shows the 

evolution of Sn orientation distribution with increasing Fe content. FeSn2 orientations also 

vary with Fe content. As observed in Figure 4.6, the Fe-SAC solder bulks become 

increasingly textured with higher Fe wt%, as the predominance of FeSn2 (211) is enhanced. 
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Figure 4.5 Texture coefficients of Sn in melted SAC and Fe-SAC solders 

 

Figure 4.6 Texture coefficients of FeSn2 in melted SAC305 and Fe-SAC solders 

Table 4.2 lists the grain size of preferred orientations of Sn and FeSn2, calculated from 

FWHM of XRD peaks. The variation of grain size upon increasing Fe content is not 

significant. The preferred orientations may indicate lower total interfacial energies between 

Sn and FeSn2 grains in the solder bulk, which is closely related to crystal orientations, 

mismatches and strains. At the grain boundary region, there is a transition from one grain 

crystal structure to the adjacent grain one. The transition accommodates the mismatches in 
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crystalline orientation, atomic distances and etc. Hence at the grain boundaries, the atoms are 

disordered and bonded less regularly, and are more chemically active. The preferred 

orientations of grains should have less active grain boundaries, meaning less interfacial 

energies, and making the whole bulk system more stable. But more work should be done to 

discover the details.  We have knowledge of preferred orientations of Sn and FeSn2, but we 

lack of information of the relative angle between those preferred orientations. 

Solders Preferred Sn Grain size(Sn) Preferred FeSn2 Grain sized(FeSn2) 

5wt%Fe-SAC 101 595 nm 211 329 nm 

10wt%Fe-SAC 101 594 nm 211 599 nm 

20wt%Fe-SAC 220 412 nm 211 450 nm 

Table 4.2 Grain size of preferred Sn and FeSn2 orientations calculated from XRD result 

In most Sn based lead-free solders, Sn grain size and orientations are important for the 

reliability of solder joint, because Sn exhibits anisotropy in thermo-mechanical properties, 

and Sn grains are major microstructure in Sn-based solder alloys. In thermally cycled joints, 

solder balls having dominant Sn grains with the particular orientation with the c-axis nearly 

parallel to the substrate were observed to fail before other joints with different orientations. 

[80]. In another paper, during thermal cycling process, the thermal expansion of Sn grains in 

different directions may cause cracking in solder bulk, and eventually failure of the joint. 

With smaller grain size and more grain orientations, the accumulative thermal strain in the 

solder is alleviated [81]. Our result shows that with Fe addition, the Sn grain size decrease 

from 1731nm in melted SAC (Table 4.1) to 595nm in 5wt%Fe-SAC, 594nm in 10wt% Fe-

SAC and 412nm in 20wt% Fe-SAC (Table 4.2). As for the Sn grain orientations, 5wt% and 

10wt% Fe-SAC solders are less textured compared to SAC, as shown in Figure 4.6. In our 

opinion, the traditional Cu substrate with predominant orientation (220) is still compatible 
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with moderate Fe incorporated solder joint. However, in 20wt% Fe-SAC, Sn (220) shows 

predominance, which may not be preferable in solder joint thermo-mechanical performance. 

As Fe content is high in this section, the FeSn2 grain is not negligible. FeSn2 grains show 

comparable grain size as Sn grains in Fe-SAC alloys (Table 4.2). Similarly, with higher Fe 

content, the grain orientation distribution is more textured. However, the interaction between 

Sn grains and FeSn2 grains in Fe-SAC alloys are not clear yet. Given the melting condition 

and Fe content level, compared to the Fe-Sn diagram, FeSn2 is feasible to form. The 

formation of FeSn2 from pure Fe and Sn has been investigated by Robert [82]. At 

temperatures from 175 °C up to 496°C Fe and Sn react to form the intermetallic compound 

FeSn2. At all temperatures studied, the growth obeyed the parabolic rate law. This is 

indicative of a diffusion mechanism. Experiments of alloys subjected to thermal cycling 

process are needed in the future studies. 

4.1.2. Fe content and distribution: SEM/EDX 

Same samples analyzed in XRD are used in SEM/EDX experimentation. The imaging was 

carried out with 20kV electron beam accelerating voltage, and secondary electron detection.  

Elemental Mapping results 

a. Melted SAC 

Figure 4.7 shows SEM image and EDX mapping of furnace melted SAC305 powder. The 

accelerating voltage used is 20kV. The SEM image resolution is not enough to reveal the 

features. However, from elemental mapping of Ag (Figure 4.7b), we can observe the Ag 

accumulation and phase dimension. From literature and XRD results, the Ag should be form 

Ag3Sn phase in solder bulk. After furnace melting and cooling process, Ag3Sn forms large 

lumps of around 30 µm in diameter, and long needles with length of 60 µm. The distribution 

and shape of Ag3Sn compounds is random, see Figure 4.7(b) and Figure 4.8(a), (b). The 

typical SAC305 solder bulk microstructures, as introduced in Chapter 1, includes dispersion 
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of small Ag3Sn particles in the Sn matrix. The transformation of Ag3Sn microstructure occurs 

after melting process. Compared to our XRD data, we found that the increase in Ag3Sn 

dimension is consistent. Grain size study from XRD result shows that Ag3Sn grains grow in 

size after melting, from hundreds of nm to near 2 µm. However, the observed Ag-rich lumps 

are much larger than 2 µm, indicating those Ag-rich lumps are agglomerates of smaller Ag3Sn 

grains. 

 

Figure 4.7 (a) SE image of melted SAC powders. (b) EDX elemental mapping of Ag 

 

Figure 4.8 EDX elemental mapping of Ag of melted SAC powders, from another two areas. 

(a) Ag3Sn in long finger shape; (b) area with little Ag3Sn 

 

b. 5wt%Fe-SAC 

In 5wt%Fe-SAC solder bulk SEM image (Figure 4.9), round-shape compounds with diameter 

around 10-30 µm are observed. From EDX elemental mapping, these compounds are 

identified as Fe related phase. In addition, Ag3Sn compounds are also found in between the 
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Fe-rich particles. Unlike melted SAC samples, the dimension is much smaller, around 5-15 

µm. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 (a) SE image of melted 5wt%Fe incorporated SAC powder. (b) EDX elemental 

mapping of Fe. (c) EDX elemental mapping of Ag. (d) EDX spectrum of mapping 

However, in a region without much Fe-rich features, a very long needle-like structure was 

found (Figure 4.10& 4.11). The length of it is around 1mm. The mapping results revealed that 

the long needle is an Ag-rich phase. Compared to XRD data, these Ag-rich lumps can be 

determined as Ag3Sn, same as those in melted SAC. Numerous Ag3Sn needle was embedded 

in a Sn-rich area without much Fe-rich features. Other Sn-rich areas are also found in 

5wt%Fe-SAC, the large Ag3Sn needles were observed as well, with length around 30-60 µm 

(Figure 4.12).  

(d) 
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Figure 4.10 SEM image showing a long needle structure observed in 5wt%Fe-SAC sample 

Figure 4.11 (a) SE image of melted 5wt%Fe incorporated SAC powder. (b) EDX elemental 

mapping of Fe. (c) EDX elemental mapping of Ag. (c) EDX elemental mapping of Sn.(d) 

EDX elemental mapping of Fe 

 

Figure 4.12. SEM image and Ag elemental mapping of 5wt%Fe-SAC sample 

 

c. 10wt%Fe-SAC 

The amount of Fe-rich compounds increases in 10wt%Fe-SAC bulk. With Ag mapping image 

in Figure 4.13(c), a large Ag3Sn area is observed. It shows an irregular shape, complementing 

the region between Fe-rich particle accumulations. Other than the large Ag3Sn accumulated 
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region, small Ag3Sn particles can also be observed in the space between Fe-rich compounds. 

No more Sn-rich regions were found in 10wt%Fe-SAC melted bulk. 

  

 

Figure 4.13 (a) SE image of melted 10wt%Fe incorporated SAC powder. (b) EDX elemental 

mapping of Fe. (c) EDX elemental mapping of Ag. (d) EDX spectrum of mapping 

 

d. 20wt%Fe-SAC 

Fe-rich particles occupy almost all the bulk. The Fe-rich particles seem to merge together, and 

the shape of the particles can hardly be told.    

(d) 
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Figure 4.14 (a) SE image of melted 20wt%Fe incorporated SAC powder. (b) EDX elemental 

mapping of Fe. (c) EDX elemental mapping of Ag. (d) EDX spectrum of mapping 

 

Phase identifications by EDX spot scan 

EDX spot scanning is also conducted, in order to identify phases. Figure 4.15 is taken from a 

Sn-rich area in 5wt%Fe-SAC bulk. In Ag-rich needle-like features, the Ag-Sn ratio is close to 

the stoichiometry of Ag3Sn. Spot 2 EDX results indicates Cu is in form of Cu5Sn6. 

(d) 
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Figure 4.15 SEM/EDX result of 5wt%Fe-SAC in spot mode 

In Figure 4.16, the Fe-rich particles have a Fe-Sn ratio from 1:2 to 2:3. The phase of Fe-Sn 

compound cannot be identified. FeSn2, or mixed with FeSn. More characterization is required. 

 

Figure 4.16 SEM/EDX result of 10wt%Fe-SAC in spot mode 
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SEM/EDX Discussion 

The mapping of SAC, 5wt%Fe-SAC, 10wt%Fe-SAC and 20wt%Fe-SAC samples evolve 

mainly in Ag3Sn and Fe-rich compounds. When Ag3Sn appears in Sn-rich areas, as found in 

SAC and 5wt%Fe-SAC samples, long needle-like structure is seen. From previous Ag3Sn 

studies [83-85], the needle-like structure is very likely to be the cross-sections of Ag3Sn plates. 

The formation of these large Ag3Sn plates, according to Lee et al [84], is attributed to 

solidification, or cooling process. Their molten Sn–3.5wt%Ag solder samples were cooled 

down in water, air and furnace, and the particle-like, submicron needle-like and large plate-

like Ag3Sn structures are observed respectively. In our case, the solidifying process occurred 

in furnace at a very slow cooling rate. The large plate-like Ag3Sn outcome is consistent with 

literature.  Hence, in order to reduce Ag3Sn needle-like structures, shorter annealing time is 

preferred and will be pursued in the future work. 

When Ag3Sn exists among Fe-rich areas, it could be micron-size particles or needles, either 

between Fe-rich compounds, or resides in Sn matrix. As for some locations in 10wt%Fe-SAC 

sample, Ag3Sn filling up the space between Fe-rich compounds. The morphologies is neither 

particle-like nor needle-like, but completing the room whatever left. The Fe-rich compounds 

increase in amount with more Fe content in the solder.  

Table 4.3 is the nominal atomic percentages of Fe, Ag, Cu and Sn from calculation. Table 4.4 

shows the elemental atomic percentages from EDX mapping results. Each data in Table 4.4 is 

an average from 3 different areas mappings in the same sample. Magnification was kept at 

1000 for all mappings.  
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Fe-SAC305: Nominal 

 Fe (at %) Ag (at %) Cu (at %) Sn (at %) 

SAC 0.0 77.9 0.9 21.2 

5wt%Fe-SAC 10.0 21.4 0.8 67.7 

10wt%Fe-SAC 19.0 11.9 0.8 68.4 

20wt%Fe-SAC 34.5 5.8 0.6 59.1 

Table 4.3 Nominal element atomic percentage of SAC305, 5wt%Fe-SAC, 10wt%Fe-SAC and 

20wt%Fe-SAC 

Fe-SAC305: EDX mapping average 

 Fe (at %) Ag (at %) Cu (at %) Sn (at %) 

SAC 
0.0 1.5 7.8 90.7 

5wt%Fe-SAC 
14.1 2.1 7.5 76.3 

10wt%Fe-SAC 
29.5 1.8 7.7 61.1 

20wt%Fe-SAC 
38.1 1.0 2.8 58.1 

Table 4.4 Averaged EDX element atomic percentage of SAC305, 5wt%Fe-SAC, 10wt%Fe-

SAC and 20wt%Fe-SAC. Each data is from 3 elemental mappings of different areas, with 

magnification of 1000, of the melted samples. 

Figure 4.17 plots out the Fe atomic percentage curves in SAC, 5wt%Fe-SAC, 10wt%Fe-SAC, 

20wt%Fe-SAC solder bulks, for both nominal and EDX data. The Fe percentage obtained in 

EDX mapping results is always higher than nominal value in any Fe-SAC sample. This may 

suggest that some of the SAC powders did not participate in solder bulk formation. 

 

Figure 4.17 Plots comparing Fe content in nominal calculation (when mixed) and EDX result 
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Table 4.5 shows the x value in Fe1-xSnx from spot scan EDX. Given that the melting point is 

450°C, the Fe-Sn compounds could be FeSn2 and FeSn, as suggested in Fe-Sn phase diagram.  

Solders x(Fe1-xSnx) 

5wt%Fe-SAC 0.60 

10wt%Fe-SAC 0.58 

20wt%Fe-SAC 0.60 

Overall 0.59 

Table 4.5. Averaged Fe/Sn atomic ratio based on EDX spot scan on Fe-rich phase 

Our spot EDX data on Fe compounds shows an x value between FeSn2(x=0.5) and FeSn(x=1). 

Previous study on interaction between Sn-Ag solder and Fe-Ni substrate at 450°C [86] shows 

that FeSn2 and FeSn are both observed. Large grains of FeSn embed into FeSn2 crystals are 

observed. In our case, there could also be FeSn existing in FeSn2, but due to imaging 

limitations, the two phases cannot to be distinguished. The EDX result is slight different from 

the previous XRD result, in which only FeSn2 phase was found. This may be due to the XRD 

and EDX detection limit and sampling volume. In order to verify the existence of FeSn, 

chemical composition characterizations such as XPS is required in the future work. 

 

4.2. Physical properties of Fe-SAC bulk 

4.2.1. Fe effect on melting behavior: DSC 

To investigate the thermal behavior of the solder alloys during heating and cooling, the 

furnace melted SAC305 and Fe-SAC alloys were analyzed by DSC, as shown in Figure 4.18. 

It was then determined from these plots, as shown in individual DSC curve plot in Figure 4.18. 

All solder materials show a single endothermic peak. After furnace melting, the SAC305 

solder transformed from powder to bulk, accompanied with increase in onset and peak 

temperatures, as shown in Figure 4.18(a) and (b). When compared the all melted SAC and Fe-

SAC samples, the addition of Fe decreases peak temperature. From SAC melted solder to 
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20wt% Fe-SAC, there are around 6 °C reduction in onset temperature, and around 9°C 

reduction in peak temperature. The decrease in melting temperature is desirable in soldering 

reflow process, as discussed in Chapter 1. Lower melting temperature of solder could reduce 

the warpage problem, and excessive IMC growth. 

In previous studies of thermal properties of Fe incorporated SAC solder, Fe was shown to 

have little impact on melting curves [57, 87], or increase the peak temperature by around 4°C 

[60]. However, the Fe addition is less than 1wt% in those works, which is much lower than 

our Fe-SAC samples. 
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Figure 4.18. DSC melting curves with onset and peak temperatures of (a)Pristine SAC 

powder; (b) Melted SAC alloy; (c) 5wt% Fe-SAC; (d) 10wt% Fe-SAC; e) 20wt% Fe-SAC 

 

Besides, the peak integral, which is the heat needed for phase transition is also measured in 

this study. The results are listed in Table 4.6. With more Fe content, less latent heat is 

required.  For 20wt% Fe-SAC, the peak integral is only 1.65J/g, which is much less than that 

of traditional SAC305-melted 59.11 J/g.  The drastic change in latent heat can be attributed to 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 
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FeSn2 formation in Fe-SAC solders. The XRD and EDX results discussed previously indicate 

that Fe is primarily in the form of FeSn2 in furnace melted solder, with possibility of FeSn 

existence. FeSn2 has a melting point of 517°C and FeSn has a melting point of 770°C [88], 

meaning that the Fe-Sn compounds do not melt at conventional solder melting point, which is 

around 215°C to 225°C. Ag3Sn also has higher melting point of 480 °C. Hence the peak 

integral represents only the phase transition of pure Sn from solid to liquid in solder. The 

latent heat of Sn is 59.22 J/g and very close to peak integral of melted SAC sample. Based on 

peak integral, the pure Sn weight percentage in SAC-melted, 5wt%Fe-SAC, 10wt%Fe-SAC 

and 20wt%Fe-SAC are 99.81wt%, 73.59wt%, 29.87wt% and 2.79wt% respectively, devided 

the peak area (J/g) by Sn latent heat (J/g) The weight percentage calculation is based on 

assumption that only pure Sn part melt in the Fe-SAC solders. The rest of Sn in the solder 

forms either Ag3Sn or Fe-Sn compounds, which do no melt in the DSC measurement. When 

conventional reflow profile is applied, only the pure Sn part of solder melts. This partial 

melting behaviour may cause an impact on wettability of solder on substrate. If the molten Sn 

is in contact with the Cu substrate, the IMC is still able to form. However, if it was the solid 

Fe-Sn compound is in contact with Cu substrate, the bonding is not possible. Further 

solder/Cu interface studies are required to investigate the bonding capability of melting 

synthesized Fe-SAC solder. 

Solders Onset(°C) Peak(°C) Peak Area(J/g) 

SAC-melted 223.92 227.33 59.11 

5wt%Fe-SAC 218.05 225.00 43.58 

10wt%Fe-SAC 218.29 226.00 17.69 

20wt%Fe-SAC 214.01 218.00 1.65 

Table 4.6 DSC measurement details of furnace melted solder samples 

The heat required to melt each Fe-SAC solder is also calculated from DSC curve, as shown in 

Table 4.7. Those values are calculated by integrating the area under DSC curve up to the 
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endothermic peak ending, meaning the total heat required to heat up the solder samples to 

melt the pure Sn. The information can be utilized in the induction reflow calculation later. 

Solder Heat to melt (J/g) 

5wt%Fe-SAC 140.2 

10wt%Fe-SAC 64.8 

20wt%Fe-SAC 49.9 

Table 4.7. Total heat required to melt the solder materials, which is calculated from DSC 

curves. 

 

4.2.2. Magnetic properties: B-H curve 

Fe powder, SAC powder and milled Fe-SACs 

The magnetic properties of pristine SAC305 materials are examined. Figure 4.19shows the 

magnetization curves of pristine SAC305 powders. The saturated magnetization of SAC 

solder is extremely low, which is 0.1352 Am
2
/kg. The remnance value is also very  low. The 

majority composition of SAC305 solder is white Sn, which is paramagnetic [89]. 

 

Figure 4.19. Magnetization curve of SAC305 pristine powders used to synthesize Fe-SAC 

solders 
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M-H measurement was also done on Fe pristine powder, as shown in Figure 4.20. The 

saturation magnetization is 163 Am
2
/kg and the coercivity and remanence are 50.98 

Oe(0.64A/m)  and 4.74 Am
2
/kg respectively. The coercivity is higher than documented pure 

Fe (~2 Oe or 0.025 A/m), which may be attributed to impurities, shape of Fe powders and 

oxidation at the Fe particle surfaces. Fe oxides have coercivity around 500-600 Oe (6.28-7.54 

A/m). Our coercivity is in between those of Fe and Fe oxides. The saturation magnetization of 

Fe, because of different purities and shapes, varies from 110 to 220 Am
2
/kg [90]. Our 

saturation magnetization value is within the range. 

 

Figure 4.20. Magnetization curve of pristine Fe powders used  

Figure 4.21 shows the magnetization curve of the mixture of 20wt% Fe and SAC powder. 

Although the Fe weight percentage is 1/5 of pristine Fe, the saturation magnetization drops 

much lower to 10.37 Am
2
/kg.  
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Figure 4.21. Magnetization curve of mechanically mixed 20wt%Fe powder and 80wt% SAC 

powder. 

 

Furnace melted Fe-SAC 

Figure 4.22 shows the room temperature B-H measurement results of SAC solder with 

different Fe percentages. It is noted that with higer Fe content, the magnetization level 

increases. The hysteresis behavior is constrained within 2000 Oe (25.13A/m), which is 

characteristic of the ferro-, antiferro- or ferri- magnetic materials in Fe-SAC solders have 

already been saturated in magnetization. Figure 4.22(b) shows the magnetization curves 

with field range from -50k Oe to 50k Oe (-628 to 628 A/m). We can observe a linear line 

at high field range. The linear part with constant gradient could be attributed to non-

ferromagnetic contribution, in this case the paramagnetic susceptibility.  
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Figure 4.22. (a) Magnetizations of SAC solder alloys with different Fe content. (b) shows the 

B-H curve magnetization curves with magnetic field range from -50k Oe to 50k Oe. 

Figure 4.23 shows the comparison of magnetization curves of pristine Fe powder, 

mechanically mixed 20wt%Fe-SAC mixture and melted 20wt% Fe-SAC alloys.  The 

magnetization level decreases a lot after mixing and melting. This may be due to the 

conversion of pure Fe to Fe-Sn compound during melting process. FeSn2 is known as 

antiferromagnetic, so is FeSn [91].  

a 

b 
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Figure 4.23. (a) Plot comparing magnetization curves of Fe powder, mechanically mixed 

20wt%Fe powder and SAC powder, and furnace melted 20wt%Fe-SAC solder alloy. (b) 

compares 20wt% Fe-SAC before and after melting 

The remnance and coercivity obtained from B-H measurement are summarized in Table 4.8. 

The remanence of Fe-SAC samples are low and found to be 1.13 × 10−2  to 3.12 × 10−2 

Am
2
/kg, increasing with higher Fe percentage. Coercivity of Fe-SAC samples are high 

compared to Fe and SAC powders. The coercivity decreases with increasing Fe percentage. 

a 

b 
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Low remanence is preferred as high remanence will attract any metal residue and thus result 

in electrical short in electronic package. 

Material Remanence (Am
2
/kg) Coercivity (Oe) Coercivity (A/m) 

SAC305 6.1×10
-4

 62.4 0.8 

5wt% FeSAC 1.1×10
-2

 263.9 3.3 

10wt% FeSAC 1.4×10
-2

 247.4 3.1 

20wt% FeSAC 3.1×10
-2

 188.3 2.4 

20wt% FeSAC-mixture 1.9×10
-1

 36.6 0.5 

Fe 4.7 50.9 0.6 

Table 4.8 Remanence and Coercivity obtained from B-H measurement for different materials 

From XRD results, we confirmed that the majority of Fe element exists in solder in the form 

of FeSn2. FeSn2 is antiferromagnetic material with a Neel temperature of 378 K. 

Antiferromagnetic material is supposed to have zero remanence, but we still observe a 

hysteresis loop in Fe-SAC solders. The hysteretic behavior of FeSn2 can be attributed to  the 

weak net moment resulting from canted antiferromagnetism[92]. Moreover, Fe-SAC alloys 

with FeSn2 compound have higher coercivity than pure Fe powder, which can be related to  a 

complex magnetic reversal mechanism involving magnetic moment transferred from Fe to Sn 

[93]. Antiferromagnetic materials commonly saturate at field well above those attainable by 

standard laboratory equipment, therefore in Figure 4.22, the magnetizations of Fe-SAC alloys 

do not reach saturation at 50k Oe. Furthermore, due to their higher coercivities, Fe-SAC 

alloys are harder to demagnetize and produce wide open loops at low fields. Therefore, when 

more Fe added, more antiferromagnetic FeSn2 generated, leading to increasing remanence and 

coercivity of the Fe-SAC solder. In order to confirm the antiferromagnetism in Fe-SAC 

solders, a temperature dependent M-H measurement is required to measure the Neel 

temperature, and is reserved for future works. 

The magnetization of Fe-SAC alloys induced by external magnetic field is not as strong as 

ferromagnetic Fe powder. When comparing the Fe-SAC alloys, it appears that with Fe content 

from 0 to 20wt%, the magnetization level increases.  
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500 Oe Scan 

500 Oe (6.28 A/m) is a common magnetic strength for induction heating. Therefore, we 

carried out B-H measurement with scanning range of -500 Oe to 500 Oe, in order to obtain 

the hysteresis loop under this condition. Figure 4.24 shows the hysteresis loops for Fe-SAC 

samples. 

  

Figure 4.24. B-H curves of SAC solder alloys with different Fe content varying from 5 to 

20wt%. The scanning range is from -500 Oe to 500 Oe 

Table.4.9 shows the hysteresis loss calculated based on the hysteresis loops, at frequency of 

15 kHz. 20wt%Fe-SAC solder has the highest hysteresis loss of 9.89×10
-3

W/g. Table 4.7 

shows the heat required to melt each Fe-SAC alloy. Together with the heating power shown 

in Table.4.9, the time durations and  needed for 5wt%, 10wt% and 20wt% Fe-SAC solder to 

melt are 51154, 16524 and 5034 seconds by calculation.  The values suggest that these Fe 

centric solder materials may need higher EMI time for melting in comparison with FeCo 

results obtained by Habib et al [51]. 
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Material Hysteresis loss 

(Oe*emu/g) 

Hysteresis loss 

(erg/g) 

Hysteresis 

loss (J/g) 

Heating power at 

15kHz (W/g) 

5wt Fe-SAC 22.98 1.83 1.83×10
-7

 2.74×10
-3

 

10wt Fe-SAC 32.88 2.62 2.61×10
-7

 3.92×10
-3

 

20wt Fe-SAC 82.88 6.60 6.59×10
-7

 9.89×10
-3

 

Fe 52601.14 4185.87 4.19×10
-4

 6.28 

Table.4.9. Hysteresis loss calculated from B-H curves with scanning range from -500 Oe to 

500 Oe 

 

 4.3. Summary 

Fe is successfully incorporated into solder by furnace melting method, verified by XRD and 

SEM/EDX. The detected Fe phase by XRD is FeSn2, while the SEM/EDX results suggest 

there is a possibility of the existence of FeSn. The microstructure of furnace melted Fe-SAC 

solders mainly consist of Sn grains, randomly distributed Ag3Sn fingers and FeSn2 

agglomerates. The transformation of Ag3Sn from small particle dispersion to large structures 

is caused by long time melting and cooling process. FeSn2 increase its realm when more Fe is 

added into solder. The melting and magnetic properties of Fe-SAC solder also indicate the 

existence of FeSn2. Within normal reflows temperature range, only the pure Sn part in solder 

melt. FeSn2 remain solid. The induction heating power increases with Fe content, as well as 

FeSn2 level. 20wt% Fe-SAC has largest magnetization level among three Fe-SAC solders, 

under same external field conditions. 20wt% Fe-SAC also shows highest heating power due 

to hysteresis loss, which come from the highest level of antiferromagnetic FeSn2. The 

synthesized Fe-SAC alloys show their potential in magnetic induction heating applications.  

However, there are several issues need the attention. For better induction heating result, more 

Fe should be added into solder. But the FeSn2 impact on soldering process and IMC growth 

need to be studied in the future work. First, the Sn and FeSn2 grain size may need to be 

refined, in order to deduce the possible thermal-mechanical stress during thermal cycling. 

Also further study in the texture of the crystal structure is required. The textured solder 

material may not be preferred, as the anisotropy of different solder balls may cause issues in 
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the whole package. Second, although 20wt% Fe-SAC alloy shows the best magnetic response, 

the low level of pure Sn may lead to failure of solder wetting on the substrate. Hence, the 

interaction between Fe-SAC alloys and Cu substrate, as well as the concentration of Fe 

incorporated into solder need to be investigated. Last, the hysteresis loss of Fe-SAC alloys 

might be improved by modifying the incorporation method and condition, preserving more Fe 

within the solder.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Works 

5.1. Conclusion 
 

In this thesis, we studied the abundant and low-cost Fe-incorporated SAC305 solder material 

by traditional melting process for the purpose of magnetic induction heating applicability.  

1. A methodology is established to measure reliably the IMC thickness using cost-effective 

optical microscopic technique and imageJ software. BSE imaging method is better in 

image definition and observation of small features. Optical imaging is more convenient, 

and suitable for mass imaging. The difference of IMC thickness measured by BSE and 

OM is around 9%. IMC measurement is independent on the measuring length when the 

measuring length is more than 80 µm. 

2. We have also examined the low Fe content (500ppm) effects on SAC305 solder ball on 

Cu based BGA package. The impact of IMC growth is examined as a function to number 

of reflow and 175°C aging. In aging studies, 500ppm of Fe slightly increases the time 

exponent of total IMC growth from 0.61(SAC305) to 0.65, indicating that Fe addition 

may enhance IMC growth, which is very subtle.  Fe also changes the Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 

thickness ratio by increasing the Cu3Sn thickness in aging process. IMC embedded in 

solder bulk was also observed. Fe addition helps to suppress the amount of these solder 

bulk IMC. The detection of Fe location in the future work is required, in order to 

investigate how Fe affects IMC growth.  

3. Ball shear test was conducted on reflowed solder joints, with shear speed of 30 µm/s and 

shear height of 30 µm.  The shear performance tested was in the solder bulk instead of 

solder/Cu interface. Our result shows that both shear strength and shear energy increases 

with increasing number of reflows. The 500 ppm Fe addition helps to increase the shear 

energy, compared to SAC305/Cu solder joint. We attribute the enhancement in shear 
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energy to the fact that Fe suppresses the amount of solder bulk IMC. Unlike ductile solder 

materials, IMC is brittle, and hence requires less energy to cause the shear failure. 

Therefore, Fe addition improves the shear test property of solder joint. In the future work, 

we may study different Fe content, in order to achieve the least IMC embedded in solder, 

and hence make the shear test result better. 

4.  In the furnace synthesized high Fe content study, XRD and SEM/EDX investigations 

have confirmed the presence of FeSn2 phase predominantly. 450°C melting successfully 

introduced Fe into solder bulk. M-H experimentation and the derived magnetic loss 

enhancement with Fe content are in alignment with traditional reflow process. In order to 

ensure the Fe-SAC material is suitable for solder joint, several experiments should be 

done in the future. We need to test the material with thermal cycling to find out whether 

the textured microstructure in Fe-SAC alloy affects the failure rate. And Fe-SAC/Cu 

reaction is necessary, such that the soldering and IMC growth can be investigated with 

large amount of FeSn2 in the solder. Lastly, induction heating experiment of the Fe-SAC 

alloys must be done. 

5.2. Future works 
 

In the experimental aspect, there are two areas can be further improved. Firstly, in the 

500ppm Fe-SAC solder joint study, Fe location is still unclear. This low content of Fe makes 

it challenging to find its existence, and our SEM/EDX cannot detect Fe accumulation. In the 

future, we may adopt more sensitive characterization technique such as PIXE and SIMS. 

Secondly, as mentioned above, the induction heating experiment of the furnace melted Fe-

SAC alloys must be done. Although from our B-H measurement, we found as more Fe 

content is introduced into SAC solder, higher hysteresis loss is found, the actual heating 

experiment with magnetic induction is required to observe the actual performance of the Fe-

SAC alloys.  
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Chapter 6 Appendix 

6.1. XRD of furnace melted samples 
Furnace melted samples were scanned in XRD in 3 orientations: 0°, 90° and 180°. The 0° 

scans are used in the thesis discussion. The all three scans are shown below. 

 

Figure 6.1.XRD spectrums with 0°, 90° and 180° sample orientations of 5wt% Fe-SAC 

 

Figure 6.2. XRD spectrums with 0°, 90° and 180° sample orientations of 10wt% Fe-SAC 
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Figure 6.3 XRD spectrums with 0°, 90° and 180° sample orientations of 20wt% Fe-SAC 
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6.2. Optical images of solder/Cu joint cross-sections 

6.2.1 Reflowed 1, 3,6,10 times, SAC/Cu 
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6.2.3. Reflowed 1,3,6,10 times, Fe-SAC/Cu 

1 time reflowed         3 times reflowed            6 times reflowed             10 times reflowed 
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6.2.4.  175 °C aged, SAC/Cu 

1 day aged                    2 days aged                   4 days aged                   8 days aged                 16 days aged   
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6.2.5. 175 °C aged, Fe-SAC/Cu 
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6.3. EDX of Solder/IMC interface: 1 time reflowed Fe-SAC/Cu  
We also attempted to find out the accumulation of Fe in 500ppm Fe-SAC solder balls with 

SEM/EDX. However, due to the detection limitation of EDX (> 1wt%), the Fe content is too 

low to be detected. What can be confirmed is the phase of floating IMC is Cu6Sn5, as 

demonstrated in spot 2 in Figure 6.4.  

 

Figure 6.4.  SEM and EDX result of Fe-SAC/Cu as-reflowed cross-section (solder part) 

 

 

Figure 6.5. SEM and EDX result of Fe-SAC/Cu as –reflowed cross-section (interface) 
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6.4. B-H, hysteresis calculation 
Hysteresis loss in one cycle Wh = ∮HdB 

Since B = μ(H +M), dB = μ(dH + dM) 

Wh = μ∮HdH + μ∮HdM = μ∮HdM 

∮HdMis the area enclosed by the hysteresis loop in M-H curve, as shown below: 

 

Figure 6.6.Hysteresis loop 

The M-H measurement result obtained is data point coordinates. The enclosed area is 

calculated by subtraction of integration of upper line by lower line. The area obtained 

is∮HdM, then the result needs to be multiplied by permeabilityμ, assuming it is the vacuum 

value. 

6.5. Ball Shear Curves 
Figure 6.7 shows a typical shear strength-displacement curve from ball shear test of solder 

joint. The x axis represents the displacement of shear blade from the point that it detects the 

force from the solder ball. And the y axis is the shear force detected by the shear blade. The 
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shear strength recorded for each measurement is the peak value of shear force, and the shear 

energy is calculated as the area under the ball shear curve.  

 

Figure 6.7 Shear strength-displacement curve for a solder joint as-reflowed with shear speed 

of 30µm/s, and shear height of 10µm 
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